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Editorial

N

o question, digitalization is no longer avoidable. Therefore, digitalization is the business of everyone who is
entitled to decide on matters of what direction a company will have to develop.
Nowadays there is for rather every aspect of digital transformation a wealth of solutions. As a consequence, it is hard to keep
an overview. One need only to think of the uninterrupted transfer
of a huge amount of data up to a broad automatization. Subsequently the requirements are more complex and differentiated
than ever before and continue to pace new demands on manufacturers and employees as well as on users. At the same time
there are some numerous advantages. For instance, improved

We are there
when reliability
is of top priority.
Our innovative sensor solutions
make medical devices even safer
and more efficient.

Heading for New
Shores
processes and more sophisticated devices along the entire value chain to name just a view.
Thus, those responsible can choose the most suitable system from a
wide variety. Subject to that condition is unquestionably that they have clarified upfront what new models the digital transformation is
keeping on hand that fits a company´s special services and methods.
Associated with the digitalization are fundamental new workplaces. Consequently, the requirements towards the staff will change
and grow as well. Currently there is no telling if it will lead altogether to more or less workplaces. Also, there are various people that
will have difficulties with the high speed of the new requirements.
Therefore a sophisticated leadership is essential in order to take
along the employees and to support their individual development.
In the end the question arises not so much of technical implementation but rather the acceptance.
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Precise Positioning Required
Electrically adjustable lifting
columns from RK Rose+Krieger
ensure high-precision adjustment of the optical system in
DIERS biomechanical measuring systems
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Theranostic Implants
Theranostic implants are complex, multifunctional, implantable medical devices that combine therapy and diagnostics in
one medical system. Fraunhofer-Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS conducts research and
development in multidisciplinary cooperation in this field.
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Take a Look at Blood with Analysis Mashines
High-tech machines analyze human blood samples, detect coagulation disorders and thus help to save lives. maxon supplies the appropriate drives and builds the entire conveyor modules.
A peek inside.
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MED Scene Market
The technological (r)evolution in laboratories and hospitals and its
demand for security and data protection

Safe digitalization in
medical engineering
T

he digitalization is on the rise. Terms like „Industry
4.0“, „IoT“ or „digital Factory“, as well as relevant
processes and success stories from the industrial field
are well known and established. Now the healthcare sector
aims for a similar development.

Markus Dillinger, General Manager – Technology of S.I.E SOLUTIONS, a development and production specialist within the
challenging fields of Medical Technology and IVD believes: „A
complete digitalization and extensive automation progress within the health sector, focussing on reliability, connectivity and
security is inevitable. Compared to industrial applications, the
medical field obviously works within much more sensitive ope-

ration areas, with correspondent privacy and protection needs.
Therefore the development of advanced medical devices always has to go hand in hand with complete security concepts.
In addition the risk assessment of those two sectors is completely different. While business-IT sets its focus on security before function, medical devices have to put function before security.“ Innovative development and production specialists have to
integrate this essential prioritization within the health sector
into their simulations during the conception of new devices.

The three pillars of security
Up-to-date security concepts are based on the classic „three
pillars of security“. Confidentiality – Integrity – Availability.
For fully digitized medical technology hardware and software,
provisions have to be made for each of these pillars. The first
stage of establishing a security concept is the so-called „protection target assignment“. In this context product individual
questions have to be fielded: What should be protected? Why
should it be protected? Who is the potential invader? Talking
about medical devices, a decided approach is recommended.
„Fully digital medical devices are manipulable and vulnerable
on several levels.“ says Markus Dillinger. „The operating system is based on a hardware platform and its bootloader. Each
of these sections could be attacked and has to be protected.“

Markus Dillinger, General Manager- Technology, System Industrie
Electronic GmbH
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As a result complete security concepts start on the hardware level
to guarantee permanent availability of the system. (see above:
„three pillars of security“). For example robust, ESD-suitable circuit design in excess of normative standards can protect a device
from USB high voltage generators. Without protection, these easily obtained USB sticks can deactivate a device. Especially within the health sector this would cause fatal damage. „Whilst the
increasing connectivity and interfaces will make operational procedures easier and more comfortable, one thing has to be totally
clear: Every additional possible interface makes a system more
vulnerable. Therefore, during a product“s development the focus
has to lie on particularly secure product design.“ says Dillinger.
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Security on every level

MED Scene Market
After the topic of system integrity has been addressed, decisions about who can edit data, in which way and traceability have to be made. Classic encryption solutions, especialy systems
like secure boots which prevent access and manipulation during the boot stage, are very effective. Secure Boots constrain
every hardware and software component in service to authenticate. In case this authentification fails then the system refuses access. Also hardware tools, e.g. body intrusion prevention or detection combined with correspondently reacting automatics like file deletion or device shutoff can help to protect
sensitive data.
Of course the third pillar – confidentiality – is part of a complete security concept. Aside from internet and intranet connections, the USB port is one of the main soft spots of unsecured
devices.

phisticated security concept. It is important to make oneself
and partners aware of the fact system security does not start
with the topics software or virus protection, but a lot earlier.“
Considering these approaches and concept structures it begins to show, why the health sector is still not on level with industry or business IT when it comes to digitization. More sensitive data, a more important focus on product reliability as
well as a need for complex security concepts pose many challenges to developers, producers and end users. But it is clearly
visible that developers, service providers and their respective
partner networks are working on new solutions – the (r)evolution within the medical sector towards a fully connected, automated and digitized health care is underway!

The secure boot systems mentioned above as well as an integrated USB device authentification help to solve this easily and effecitively. Markus Dillinger adds: „Especially at the end customer level the most important point is awareness. Who can access a device, when and how? Do we have well-known update
concepts? Are our devices protected from unauthorized access? Together with our partners we consistently recognize, that
detailed training of service staff and the definition of unitary
service procedures are extremely important steps towards a so-

CONTACT
System Industrie Electronic
GmbH
Millennium Park 12
A-6890 Lustenau
Phone_+43 55 77 89 90 0
www.sie.at
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Choosing the right fluid connector
and the right connector company.
At CPC we know that fluid connectors need
to be considered early in the process in order
to fulfill product performance and patient
safety objectives.

Colder Products
Company
Germany
Colder Products Company
GmbH
Ostring 19
D-63762 Grossostheim
Phone: (+49) 6026 9973-0
China
Colder Products
Company Limited
Flat B, 29/F, West Gate Tower
7 Wing Hong Street,
Cheung Sha Wan
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Phone: (+85) 2 2987 5272
marketing@cpcworldwide.com
cpcworldwide.com/medical
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Because the connector is usually the user’s
primary interface with the device, it plays a
key role in the overall perception of the
design. Well-designed, reliable connectors
from CPC make the medical device easy-touse and enhances the overall satisfaction
your customers will have with it.
Cleaner, faster, and safer
CPC quick disconnect couplings make
medical device connections cleaner, faster
and, most important, safer. Whether your
application calls for non-valved or non-spill,
low flow or high flow, reusable or disposable,
our broad range of standard (including a
complete line of small-bore connections,
fittings, and luers) and custom-engineered
components can meet your every
specification.
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Cold/Compression Therapy
Dialysis
IVD
Patient Monitoring
Surgical
And more

About CPC
CPC has more than 400 employees, operations in St. Paul, MN, Germany and China,
sales offices in ten countries and more than
200 distributor partners around the globe.
CPC has produced over 10,500 custom and
standard products to meet fluid handling
challenges worldwide.
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MED Components Motion Technology
High-tech machines analyze human blood samples, detect coagulation disorders and thus help to save lives. maxon supplies the appropriate drives and builds the entire conveyor modules. A peek inside.

Take a Look at Blood with
Analysis Machines
O

ur blood is a fascinating fluid. It transports oxygen and
nutrients, fends off foreign objects and closes
wounds. At least in normal cases. Some people, however, suffer from coagulation disorders. These cases are unpleasant for the patient and can have severe consequences –
or even lead to death. This is why early detection of a blood disorder and the hunt for a cure are so important. This requires a
lot of testing. Analysis devices in laboratories and hospitals
run around the clock and are able to autonomously pipette
samples to deliver quick results. Such industrial automation
equipment has to work with high accuracy and reliability. This
places high demands on all components and the developers.

Fully Automated Blood Analysis
Stago is a French company that specializes in analysis instruments for hemostasis diagnostics, in other words for testing
blood clotting. Around 20,000 devices of Stago are in use
across the world – including the StarMax.
This fully automated analysis system is equipped with a threeaxes robot and offers space for 215 samples and 1,000 test

containers. The machine
works autonomously,
checks the results,
compares them and
monitors the processes. This saves the biologists and technicians
a lot of time. Themaxon A-max 22 DC motor – this brushed
refore, the device
drive with 6 W of power offers excellent value
is
particularly
for money
suitable for laboratories with a
large sample volume.

Precision on Three Axes
StarMax was introduced to the market in late 2014. Yet Stago
developed its first analysis device with an X-Y-Z-axis robot as
early as 1991. Even back then, mdp, maxon motor“s sales
company in France, was on board. Therefore, the drive specialist was contacted again during the first development phase of
StarMax, to clarify the most important questions: How can
precise movement be achieved on all three axes? How can the
reagents be pipetted fully automatically? “In the end, mdp
used their vast experience to adapt their standard products to
match our requirements,“ says Jean-Francois Gelin, Project
Manager Innovation and R&D at Stago. “Additionally mdp and
maxon contributed their specialized know-how and gave us
valuable tips.“

The analysis system STAR Max.
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The cooperation has now become so close that mdp assembles
the complete conveyor system for the pipette racks in its own
production facilities in Neyron and ships it to Stago for final
assembly. Various types of the A-max DC motor by maxon are
used for the movements of the rack. The diameters vary between 16 and 26 millimeter. The DC motors are highly dynamic
and easy to control. Additionally mdp installs matching plane-
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A technician assembles the unit for the medical analysis device.

tary gearheads to generate the required torques. The maxon
sales company therefore is not only a drive specialist, but also
an expert in the fields of mechatronics and automation. “Our
company slogan – Motors, Systems, Solutions – reflects that,“
says Alain Pontille, Managing Director at mdp. “We work very
closely with our customers and jointly create solutions that make their
products an economic
success.“

systems upon request, like in Stago“s case. This makes mdp
one of the six global production sites of maxon motor. The
other sites are in Switzerland, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands and South Korea.

»»«mdp and maxon contributed
their specialized knowhow
and gave us valuable
tips.«

This worked very well for
Stago. “When we started
maxon GP 22 gearhead – this planedeveloping
hemostasis
tary gearhead with a diameter of 22
mm provides the necessary torque
analysis machines, hardly
for the application.
anybody believed in our
success,“ says JeanFrançois Gelin of Stago. Today the company has more than
2,100 employees and delivers its high-end products to more
than 110 countries.

Sales and Parts Production of Maxon Motor

Jean-François Gelin, Projectmanager at
Stago

Author:
Stefan Roschi

In the fall of 2014, mdp officially became part of the maxon
motor Group. Previously, the company was sales partner for
France. mdp was founded in 1982 as provider of micromotors
of various manufacturers. The company later grew significantly through the sales of standard products that could be shipped quickly, as well as by providing a call center for tech-nical
support. Today 41 employees work at the headquarters in Neyron, outside of Lyon – in sales, development and in production, among other departments. mdp does not only offer its
customers drives, but instead manufactures complete drive
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MEDICAL DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
DATA MODUL - the leading specialist in developing and manufacturing visual
solutions for medical industry.

› Professional monitors and panel PCs
› Innovative display- and touch technologies
› X86 and ARM based COM-modules and SBCs

› DIN EN ISO 13485:2016 certified
› Product conformity standard IEC60601-1
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Why go for the expensive with too much performance when you can
simply opt for a cost-effective solution that is tailored to your application? This is why the servo system “KannMOTION“ was developed.

Less is More
A

large Swiss manufacturer of analytical instruments
had requested KOCO MOTION to develop a drive solution for a large-scale project. The valve-control system
for analytical tools was developed through collaboration between adlos, who was responsible for development of the control unit, and KOCO MOTION as the drive specialist.
To meet the requirements, both companies collaboratively developed a step motor control system that was tailored to the
respective application. The collaboration was so smooth, fast,
and successful that the Managing Director of KOCO MOTION,
Gerhard Kocherscheidt, and the Managing Director of adlos,
Thomas Vogt, subsequently concluded a long-term cooperation agreement. “We want to multiply this success concept, because existing products in our portfolio as well as the other
products on the market are not ideally suited to meet such requirements“, explains Gerhard Kocherscheidt. Thomas Vogt
adds: “For us to realise this goal, we plan to modify existing
hardware and adapt the software to the needs of the customer.
We estimate the development effort required to be between
10 and 20 percent depending on the application.“

KOCO MOTION GmbH develops and manufactures small DC
motors, transmission systems, and special motors in Dauchingen, Baden Wuerttemberg. The company consists of a complete, 18-member team of exclusive sales partners to the
American SEM (formerly known as Intelligent Motion Systems) as well as Constar and Dings – a Chinese drive specialist
for step motors, linear actuators, and DC motors.
adlos AG is based in Liechtenstein and is an independent
supplier of electronic modules as well as engineering and production services. The group comprises of three companies
with approximately 200 employees in over 50 countries. The
engineers offered support to the companies in consulting, project management, analysis, design, implementation, testing,
and production.

Three Under One Roof
Simple. Cost-effective. Customer-specific: These are the
goals of the collaboration that is aimed at developing a new
drive platform. With KannMOTION, a new servo system consisting of a step motor with an integrated encoder and an inbuilt control system was developed based on the aforementioned
customer-specific requirements.

Concept of the New Development
First, the cooperation partners realised a cost-benefit calculation in the projects that have already been completed successfully and those that are still ongoing.
The new servo system consisting of a step motor with an integrated
encoder and a directly attached control unit.
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For instance, in terms of the mechanics, a step motor is used
instead of a DC motor. This helps save on the components, ac-
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“Our KannMOTION system offers our customers competitive
advantages through the customisation“, Thomas Vogt explains
the unique selling point of this new development. “And it only
does that which it is intended for – perfectly“, he adds merrily:
“In terms of quality and features, the system matches up to the
drive systems that are currently offered in the European market
and even goes further to provide a significant cost advantage
through the inbuilt components that are ideally tailored to the
application.“ The systems are manufactured in Europe.

»
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KannMOTION, a simple drive platform designed for customised applications and only does that which is it is intended for – perfectly and economically.

Compared to pneumatic control systems, KannMOTION allows for any kind of driving profiles such as controlled start-up
and braking, intermediate positioning, more functionality,
longer service life, and lower noise levels with lower operating
and service costs.

Reliable Functionality and Easy Programming
The compact KannMOTION functions reliably as a servo motor and can be programmed via commands or sequence programs. It can be used anywhere where positioning tasks, regulated run time, or programmed movement sequences are required. In addition, the onboard digital and analogue inputs
and outputs can be programmed to initiate the desired movement sequences. KannMOTION is available in flange sizes
NEMA 17, 23, and 24 with torques between 0.4 and 3.0 Nm.
The supply voltage ranges from 24 V to 48 V depending on the
application.
Communication is via the standard RS232 interface. The motor parameters are saved in the internal memory. An easy-touse terminal program enables you to add more parameters and
commands for desired movement sequences. Operation is
simple: All commands can be selected from a drop-down menu, with a description of each command displayed on the
right-hand side of the screen. The ASCII code also makes it easy to program the servo system. This captivating simplicity of
the terminal program enables the user to realise movement sequences relatively fast.

Application Examples with Value Analysis
“Its flexibility makes the KannMOTION concept ideal for a
wide range of applications, particularly in the industrial field.
We have even managed to win over a manufacturer of musical
instruments who now uses our servo system for vibraphone ad-
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justment“, Gerhard Kocherscheidt tells of the product
launch.
The concept also enabled a 65 percent reduction in costs for a
rotary heat exchanger through savings on the motor and the resulting minimisation of wear parts. At the same time, the noise
levels were reduced by 30 percent.
KannMOTION has also been used in an automatic placement
machine where it is designed without a PLC and a control cabinet, which in turn reduces the sources or error and wear. An
integrated IO control unit simplifies the cabling. Instead of
230 V AC, the system uses 24 V DC and thus complies with the
machine guideline.
“All this considered, the platform is intended to be as optimal
as necessary since we can generate unique features through
the combination of standard and customisation values. The
absolute credo is the total cost of ownership (TCO)“, the engineering service provider sums up the system“s advantages.

Images: KOCO MOTION GmbH

companied by less wear, longer service life, and less noise.
The pneumatics have also been replaced with a step motor
that has an electronic control unit. The closed loop control
takes over the motor“s speed regulation as well as torque control and positioning.

10 to 20 percent of the development work is in the customer-specific
KannMOTION servo system.

Medium-Sized Centre of Competence
Through the collaboration, adlos and KOCO MOTION have
created a strong competence centre for KannMOTION where
the medium-sized flexibility enables almost all customer requirements to be addressed conveniently. The engineers are
currently working on implementation of more interfaces, e.g.
CANopen and REST.
“By the way, we are open to all industries and invite the customer to a close cooperation in the new development“, adds the
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The heart of
your application.
KannMOTION is used in a rotary heat exchanger and has enabled a 65
percent cost reduction.

drive expert in prospect. Since the optimisation of a drive or
a control system always requires corresponding development work and, in most cases, additional tools that result in
initialisation costs, a minimum number of 100 systems is
required to realise a customer-specific solution. Previous
projects have entailed 1,000 to 10,000 units.
“We are pure idealists“, says Thomas Vogt on future goals.
“With our customised KannMOTION systems, we are going to
realise high-quality drive solutions whose prices are unbeatable.“ And it also shouldn“t be a problem if you only require a
small number of units: “This is why we have a comprehensive
standard portfolio. Because these are simply more economical for single units and small series“, concludes Gerhard
Kocherscheidt.

CONTACT
KOCO MOTION GmbH
Niedereschacher Str. 54
D-78083 Dauchingen
Phone +49 7720 995 85 80
www.kocomotion.de
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MED Components Motion Technology
The linear Servomotor is a reliable, maintenance and cogging free
brushless servo linear direct drive.

The Electric Actuator of
Next Generation
T

he Linear Shaft Motor is a high precision direct drive linear servomotor that consists of a shaft of rare Earth-IronBoron Permanent Neodymium Magnets and a “forcer“ of
cylindrically wound coils which can be supplied with optional
Hall effect devices. The shaft supplies the magnetic field which
the forcer acts upon. The forcer assembly, combined with the
amplifier and control electronics, produces the force for the
motor. The Hall effect devices can be supplied, if they are required by your selected servo driver for proper commutation of
a brushless linear motor, and are integrated into the forcer assembly. The Linear Shaft Motor was designed with three basic
design concepts: - Simple - High Precision - Non Contact –

What is a Linear Shaft Motor?
LinearShaft Motors are simple. They consist of only two parts,
a magnetic shaft, and a “forcer“ of cylindrically wound coils.
Linear Shaft Motors provide ultra high precision. They have no
iron in the forcer or shaft, giving you the precision and zero
cogging expected in a coreless design. The coils of the Linear
Shaft Motor themselves form the core thus giving you the stiffness expected in an iron cored motor. Linear Shaft Motors are
non-contact. Since the coil completely wraps around the magnets, all the magnetic flux is efficiently used. This allows for

a large (0.5 to 5 mm) nominal annular air gap. This air gap is
non-critical, meaning there is no variation in force as the gap
varies over the stroke of the device.

Basic Structure of a Linear Shaft Motor
The magnetic structure of the Shaft is built in such a manner that
there is no space between each magnet and is fully supported within itself. The magnetic structure is then inserted into a protective stainless steel tube. This is a process which is protected by numerous patents throughout the world. This patented process used
in the Linear Shaft Motor produces a very strong magnetic field
which is twice that of other linear motors. Forcer ConstructionThe
coils of the Linear Shaft Motor are of a cylindrical design, providing a number of key advantages over other linear motors.

+
+
+
+
+

The cylindrical design of the coil assembly is very stiff without external stiffening materials (i.e. iron used by platen
style linear motors).
The coils surrounding the magnets allow for the optimal
use of all the magnetic flux. This makes the air gap noncritical. As long as the forcer does not come in contact with
the shaft there is no variation in the linear force.
The magnetic flux cuts motor windings at right angles for
maximum efficiency.
All sides of the coil are positioned to allow for maximum
dissipation of heat.
The more efficient Linear Shaft Motor requires less power
in a more compact design and produces a comparable
force to that of a similarly-sized traditional linear motor.

+
+
+
Single axis linear table from the SLP series, based on linear servo drives
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Capable of high thrust (up to 100,000 N)
Quiet due to the absence of friction, the only mechanical
contact section is the linear guide. (Fully non-contact operation is possible using an air slider.)
Simplified unit construction allows a stroke of up to 4.6
meters
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Features of Linear Shaft Motors

MED Components Motion Technology
+
+
+
+
+
+

High precision (0.07nm1)
High speed drive (greater than 10 m/s) with acceleration
up to 20 G
Low speed drive (8μm/s)
Allows for parallel drive using only one encoder and one
driver2
Virtually no speed fluctuations (±0.006% at 100mm/s)
Durable construction, capable of operation even underwater or in a vacuum

Linear Shaft Motor
Traditionally, linear electric motors have been designed by
“opening out flat“ their rotary counterparts. Thus, for every rotary motor there is a linear motion counterpart, although the
opposite of this statement may not always be true. Thus,corresponding to the DC motor and AC induction, stepper and synchronous motor, we have the Linear DC Motor (DCLM), Linear
Induction Motor (LIM), Linear Pulse Motor LPM), and Linear
Synchronous Motor (LSM), respectively. Although this does
provide a solution, a number of inherent disadvantages arise
Like the voice coil motor, the force velocity (FV) curve of the
Linear Shaft Motor is a straight line from peak velocity to peak
force. The Linear Shaft Motor“s FV curves are split into three

regions. Published in
Nippon Pulse literature
as
the
Continuous
Force, it is the region
were the motor can operate indefinitely without
the need for any external
cooling,including heat
sinks. The second is the
published Acceleration
Force. It is the amount
of force which can be
delivered by the motor
for 40 seconds without
the need for any external
cooling, including heat
sinks. The third region
Linear Servomotor (Spindel and Forcer)
(not published)is limited only by the power which can be supplied and the duty cycle. It is the Peak Force and is limited to 1 to 2 seconds.
Your local Nippon Pulse application engineer can help you
map this for your particular application.The Linear Shaft Motor is a very simple design which consists of a coil assembly
(Forcer), which encircles a patented round magnetic shaft.

Company Profile

TQ-Group: Your partner for medical technology

TQ-GROUP
Germany
Mühlstrasse 2
Gut Delling
82229 Seefeld
Phone +49 8153 9308-0
Fax +49 8153 4223
info@ tq-group.com
www.tq-group.com

As an electronics service provider (E²MS
supplier and CEM) TQ offers the complete
range of services from development, through
production and service right up to product
life cycle management. The services cover
assemblies, equipment and systems including hardware, software and mechanics.
Customers can obtain all services from TQ
on a modular basis as individual services
and also as a complete package according
to their individual requirements. Standard
products such as finished microcontroller
modules (minimodules), drive and automation solutions complete the range of
services.
Through the combination of electronics
services and finished system components,
TQ offers customer-specific products as
ODM products and thereby addresses
customers who would like to receive finished
products and at the same time benefit from
the advantages of a customer-specific
solution. ODM products are provided on

www.med-eng.de
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time and economically using a comprehensive solution kit. The kit includes finished
electronic, mechanical and software components including certification and licenses.
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Linear Shaft Motors provide direct thrust for the positioning of
the payload. It eliminates the need for a rotary-to-linear conversion mechanism.

No Lubrication/ Adjustment Maintenance
Necessary
The Linear Shaft Motor requires no greasing, as is necessary
with a ball-screw, and has no performance degradation because of wear/aging as with ball-screw and belt drive systems.
Its maintenance-free long lifespan contributes to cost reduction throughout its the life-span. The clearance between the
shaft and the forcer eliminates the need for adjustments such
as positioning of the guide or concentric adjustment, which
are all required for ball-screws.
This design offers a number of advantages when compared to
other types of linear motion systems:
No Need for Precision Air Gap
Unlike other types of linear motor technologies the cylindrical
design of the Linear Shaft Motor allows for a very large (0.5
mm to 5 mm) non-critical air gap. This allows for a constant
linear force, which is not effected by the alignment or misalignment of the Forcer (coil) to the Shaft (Magnets). This allows for quick and simple assembly into the final product without the need for extensive machining and alignment time.
High Efficiency
The patented shaft design and resulting magnetic field allow
for an unparalleled magnetic field strength. This allows a
small amount of current to produce large amounts of force.
Along with the cylindrical design which allows for 100% of the
copper, current, and magnetic field to produce force only in
the direction of travel.

No Noise/No Dust Operation
Dust and noise, inevitable in ball-screw and pneumatic systems, does not exist in the non-contact Linear Shaft Motor.
This is not only very applicable for clean room environments,
but it also greatly improves the work environment by reducing
noise and dust.
Linear Servo motors in applications:
Two or more forcers can be used on the same shaft to multiply
the thrust. Linear Shaft Motors can be used in parallel; two or
more forcers and
two shafts connecCONTACT
ted to the same
Dynetics GmbH
load), to achieve
Klostergasse 6
large thrusts for moD-41334 Nettetal-Kaldenkirchen
ving heavy objects.
Phone +49 2157 12 89 90
www.dynetics.eu

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

TORQUE LIMITER ECE IN A

needs just few parts. High-precision torque limitation is guaranteed with
the use of special disc springs, they also enable a very wide torque range
without changing the disc spring.

Mechanical Torque Limiters are used in all kinds of technical application areas. Their job is the protection of products and expensive
devices. Torque Limiters react very sensitive to the smallest increase of torque
and disconnect the drive from the following masses in a split second. That“s
why they are also called “Safety Couplings“. The disconnection is forced, that
means it has no effect on the function in case of an electrical power outage.
A reason for a torque overload is for example the accumulation of material.
That“s why torque limiters are also called overload clutches.

The perfected functional principle cuts the torque
between the engine and the machine within few
angle degrees. The couplings have a fixed point
switching. That means one switching point per
turn. That is important to retain the reference point
of the machine.To stop the drive immediately in
case of an overload, it is advisable to place a proximity switch to the disc spring. The disc spring moves while the torque
limiter is disconnecting the drive from the machine. The signal from the
proximity switch can be used for the drive control to stop the engine immediately. The type ECE has a keyway for the torque transmission between
engine and torque limiter.
www.enemac.org

VERY FLAT DESIGN

The special thing about the Type ECE is the axial short design, which requires a very small installation space. This simple and robust functional principle has thousandfold proved itself. It has a reliable function and still
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Company Profile

congatec AG

congatec AG
Germany
Auwiesenstr. 5
D-94469 Deggendorf
Phone +49 991 2700-0
Fax +49 991 2700-111
info@ congatec.com
www.congatec.com

congatec AG has its head office in Deggendorf, Germany and is a leading supplier of
industrial computer modules using the
standard form factors COM Express,
Qseven and SMARC as well as single board
computers and EDM services. congatec’s
products can be used in a variety of industries and applications, such as industrial
automation, medical, entertainment,
transportation, telecommunication, test &
measurement and point-of-sale. Core
knowledge and technical know-how includes unique extended BIOS features as
well as comprehensive driver and board
support packages. Following the design-in
phase, customers are given support via
extensive product lifecycle management.
The company’s products are manufactured
by specialist service providers in accordance with modern quality standards.
Since the company’s inception in December 2004, congatec AG has established
itself as a globally recognized expert and
reliable partner for embedded computeron-modules solutions, coupled with excellent service and support. We have secured
second ranking worldwide in our market
segment thanks to our clear focus.
congatec’s COM Express platforms with
their widely scalable computing and graphics performance enable the creation of
application-ready, widely usable products.
The quality and durability of the modules,
in combination with their excellent EMI
characteristics reduce cost of development,
service and certification.

Qseven and SMARC modules are even
smaller at lower energy consumption.
These modules are the perfect fit for next
generation ultra-compact and ultra-mobile
handheld devices.
congatec is represented with 230 employees at eight branch offices on four continents in Taiwan, Japan, China, USA,
Australia, Czech Republic, United Kingdom
and France. This consistent expansion
together with our strong partner network
secures close customer relationships on a
worldwide base.
We continue to focus on efficiency enhancement through optimizing processes
and structures in the future. Through close
co-operation with our technology partners
Intel, AMD and NXP, congatec continues to
prove its leading position in technology and
product innovations. In addition to our
successful Computer-On-Modules products, we also offer a large selection of
Single Board Computers and strong Embedded Design&Manufacturing Services
(EDMS) to fulfill the special requirements
for customized computing solutions.
“We simplify the use of embedded technology.” This is the congatec commitment. It’s
not just the products – it’s also the people
at congatec which work hard to perform
this promise. congatec is the right partner
when it comes to embedded computing
solutions.
www.congatec.com
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The MultiMag15 is a hybrid connector with 15 contacts, which can transmit the supply voltage and current, Gigabit Ethernet, and several control
signals at the same time.

Permanent magnets work permanently without an energy supply. The
attraction force on ferromagnetic materials can also be used with connectors and the retention force can be tailored to specific applications.

Magnetic and
Self-Mating Connectors
function may not be required. In this case, the magnetic connector can also be equipped with a lock which engages after the (selfmating) connection is established. It is therefore practical and
useful to use magnetic connectors even in such situations.

The main advantages include the self-mating function on the
one hand, and the tear-away function on the other hand. Selfmating works as follows: When the plug is approaching the socket, it is attracted by the magnetic force and virtually slides
into the socket by itself. This makes it efficient and pleasant to
handle, and ensures that it is connected correctly.

Rosenberger, a leading manufacturer of connectors, offers a
wide range of magnetic connectors. The company laid the foun-

Your Expert for Magnetic Connectors

The tear-away function refers to the fact that the connector intentionally disconnects when an acute (deliberate or unintended) tensile force is applied to the plug or cable. This stops
users from injuring themselves and prevents damage to the
connector. Thanks to the tear-away function, the connector is
also quick and easy to disconnect intentionally.
While the self-mating function is generally always seen as an advantage and is therefore desirable, it is possible that the tear-away
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The RoPD series is used in various battery charging applications for
mobile medical devices. Depending on the version, the connectors
can transmit currents of up to 40 A at a voltage of up to 60 V DC.
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T

oday's electrical devices are often equipped with a large
number of connectors. Handling plays an important role –
especially in the case of connectors that are frequently
connected and disconnected by the user. Magnetic, self-mating
connectors offer an ideal solution in this respect, and are attracting a great deal of interest, not least from the medical world.

MED Components Connection Technologies
magnetic connectors equipped with
different transfer functions.
In addition to supply voltage and current, these connectors also transmit
electrical and optical signals, as well
as any kind of electronic data. In medical applications, several functions
are often combined in one connector,
resulting in the hybrid connector.

Specific and Standard
Connectors

USB is a widely used standard that is implemented in different connector formats (type A, MicroB, etc.). There are various USB-compatible magnetic connectors for use in USB applications.

dation for this product line by acquiring MagCode AG in 2009.
Rosenberger also acquired the core product sporting the same
name: the MagCode Powersystem. This is a two-pin magnetic
connector for charging various battery-operated devices. Rosenberger recognized its potential and, from then on, steadily worked
on expanding the portfolio. This resulted in the development of

Given that there are so many different
types of applications, the corresponding requirements for connectors are
just as varied.

An application-specific connector is often the only and – at the
same time – the ideal solution for the respective application.
Nevertheless, Rosenberger also offers a variety of standard
magnetic connectors, which have been developed based on
the relevant medical device standards and common requirements of the medical market. These standard products are de-
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Rosenberger is currently developing the Magnetic RJ45 series. Thanks to the adapter and cable variants, the series can be used wherever conventional RJ45 connectors are used.

signed in such a way that one product or product line can also
be used for different applications. Magnetic connectors are typically used for charging and supplying portable and mobile
battery-powered devices, such as defibrillators, resuscitation
devices, respirators, electric wheelchairs, and prostheses. In
such cases, the connectors generally transmit voltage, current, and simple control signals.

sistance, flame retardancy, biocompatibility, tightness, etc.
Last but not least, the frequency of use and the relatively long
product life of medical devices require the connectors to be as
convenient and efficient as possible in terms of handling, as
well as particularly durable. In this respect, magnetic connectors offer a significant advantage over conventional ones.

Applications for magnetic connectors for data transmission
include, for example, systems for patient infotainment and
data management, digital X-ray detectors, and medical wearables. Rosenberger offers a variety of cross-application magnetic connectors and adapters for standard interfaces such as
USB and RJ45, which are widely used in the medical world
and elsewhere.

Author
Herbert Wurm,
Product Management Medical & Industries

High Requirements in the Medical World
As in virtually all areas where electronic data is generated,
transmitted, and processed, the requirements of the medical
technology sector in terms of transmission speed and signal
integrity are continually increasing.

CONTACT
Rosenberger Hochfrequenztechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstraße 1
D-83413 Fridolfing
Phone +49 8684 18 1688
www.rosenberger.com

Furthermore, the safety of users and patients must be guaranteed at all times in medical environments. Depending on the
application, this can result in increased requirements in terms
of insulation, contact protection, cleaning ease, chemical re-
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Company Profile

Sphinx Tools Ltd.:
Your partner in medical technology
Sphinx Tools Ltd. sets standards for optimum quality and security. As a partner and OEM manufacturer of high-quality instruments in the field of medical technology, we have acquired an extensive
knowledge base. Our in-depth expertise is based on longstanding partnerships with leading international medical technology companies.

Sphinx Tools Ltd.
Switzerland
Gewerbestrasse 1
CH-4552 Derendingen
Phone +41 32 671 21 00
Fax +41 32 671 2111
sphinx@ sphinx-tools.ch
www.sphinx-tools.ch
Corporate profile
More than 50 years of
experience in the field of
medical technology.
Specialisation in the
manufacturing of cutting
geometries such as drills,
milling cutters, taps, etc.

www.med-eng.de

The cutting edge geometry technology from
Sphinx Tools Ltd. guarantees low torque and
thus a lower heat generation. The precisely
ground and burrless instruments are extremely
durable even under the most challenging
conditions and can be sterilised over and over
again. Our development department is a hightech Iabaratory specialising in measurements to
within a thousandth of a millimeter. We ensure
that our customers can use their instruments
with absolute precision and in the best interests
of patient health.

Quality management system
in compliance with
■ DIN ISO 9001:2015
■ EN DIN ISO 13485:2016
■ FDA registration: 9614438
Clean room
We are operable for cleaning and packaging in
accordance with GMP (Good Manufacturing
Practice) in our own clean room approved of
category 8 ISO 14644-1
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Products
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Surgical bone drills
Cannulated instruments
Thread cutters
Schanz screws
Wire drills
Steinmann pins
Dental drills
Screwdrivers

Expertise
■ Long-term partner in the medical technology
sector as OEM manufacturer
■ Support with the selection of materials and
construction
■ More than 100 years of machining expertise
■ Know-how in the processing of high-quality
materials
■ High flexibility
■ Complete supplier
■ Optimal manufacturing solutions for small and
Iarge series production
■ Delivery times according to customer’s request
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Precision bearings from Rodriguez are used in many medical
applications – for example in a high precision x-ray machine with
C-arm that is used for diagnostics purposes in oncology.

Precision Bearings for
Precise Diagnosis
I

n this extremely sensitive field of application installed
components must meet highest standards. For this reason, the Dutch medical device manufacturer VDL Konings
has decided on turntable bearings from Rodriguez for the bearing of the massive swivel arm.

The Dutch company VDL Konings BV develops and produces
medical devices, systems as well as modules which are used in
radiology for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. The C-arm
is specially designed for oncology – where the success of a
treatment largely depends on the radiotherapeutic planning,
the simulation and the treatment evaluation. The C-arm is
exclusively used for diagnostic purposes: In order to prepare
and perform treatments accordingly, the location of the tumor,
the position and dose of the radiation must be determined prior to the procedure. The appropriate accuracy is imperative to
keep a procedure as small as possible in the final treatment of
the patient. Another advantage of the C-arm x-ray machine is
the fact that prior positions are automatically and precisely
approached again.

High Precision Positioning – with TurnTable
Bearings
A number of factors have an influence on the accuracy in application. This also include the mechanical components. The
individual elements and assemblies form the base for meeting
the high demands placed on the system: The whole is only as
good as the sum of its parts. For the high-precision positioning
of the massive C-arm, the component for the bearing of this
large system, is of great importance. VDL equips this rotation
position with ball bearing slewing rings from Rodriguez.
The high-performance precision bearings are part of the Precision Bearings business unit of the power transmission and bearing specialist from Eschweiler. They are suitable for applications in which large tilting moments need to be supported or
where large bearing diameters are required for design-related
purposes. Thanks to their constructional design, they safely
absorb radial, axial and tilting moment loads with one bearing
point. Therefore, bearings with radial and axial bearing combi-

Precision bearings from Rodriguez are used in many medical applications – for example in a high precision x-ray machine with C-arm.

MED Components Connection Technologies
rance-free and designed according to the specific rotation moment specifications. In addition, the shape and tolerances of
the gear teeth were modified to ensure smooth running, reliable motion accuracy and less wear.
„The interplay of the technical components must be exactly
coordinated,“ says Sven Handels; the native Dutchman is Product Manager at Rodriguez and the sales executive for the customer VDL. The motor defines the drive pinion which in turn
defines the requirements for the ball slewing connection. In
accordance with the drive power, they are equipped with a gearing with head reduction and profile shift. This design allows
for highest accuracy in the positioning and thus a corresponding repeatability.
The interaction of the technical components must be perfectly
coordinated

Image left: VDL Konings B.B. other images: Rodriguez GmbH

nations can often be realized with only one bearing point, and
expenditure and costs for the design of the connection construction and the installation of the bearings can often be significantly reduced. Different sizes and versions – depending on
the application requirements, without gear, with external or
internal gear – are available as a standard in two types, with
double-sided sealed raceway system.

Ball bearing slewing rings in a C-arm x-ray machine

An Application-Specific Adapted Solution
Narrower tolerances for axial and radial runout and the technical specifications provided by the customer required a customized design with a customized internal gear for this application. For cases like these, Rodriguez has set up an in-house
production facility with high-performance machinery; here,
individual solutions are implemented without ifs and buts. For
the turntable bearing for VDL, the material is first tempered.
This heat treatment prevents the rings from warping in the
subsequent processing; warping would result in functional
inaccuracies both in diagnostics and radiotherapy. The outer
ring was slightly modified in order to meet the installation specifications, and the grease nipple was counter sunk. This prevents anything from hooking to the arm in its rotary movement.
To ensure the arm rotates in the same plane, has no range of
motion and has a homogeneous rotation, the bearing is clea-

www.med-eng.de

Flexible Response – Thanks to In-House
Production
Specially modified turntable bearings are also required in
other fields of applications, for example as a hot version,
which can be used in a temperature range of up to 150 °C. For
such high temperatures, the turntable bearing must be fitted
with a special seal that has high thermal and chemical resistance. The guiding of the rolling elements is implemented in a
steel cage, because – just as in conventional rubber materials
for bearing seals – synthetic material would reach its limits under such operating conditions.
Here, the flexibility and know-how of technical special solutions are particular strengths of Rodriguez, but also the possibilities offered thanks to the broad orientation of the machinery:
In the area of precision bearings, for example, large diameter
slewing bearings with outside diameters of up to 1,400 millimeters, or even the increasingly popular rotary units with
smaller diameters starting at 15 millimeters, can be manufactured. In linear technology, thanks to modern CNC machinery,
it is possible to machine shafts and ball screw spindles with an
outer diameter of up to 100 mm. Rodriguez always maintains
its manufacturing facilities at the latest state of the art, with
innovative equipment and advanced tools.

Author:
Nicole Dahlen, Director Sales & Marketing

CONTACT
Rodriguez GmbH
Ernst-Abbe-Str. 20
D-52249 Eschweiler
Phone +49 24 03 78 00
www.rodriguez.de
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ODU connectors and system solutions are used in medical
technology. All products from the modular rectangular connector
White-Line are specifically tailored to meet customer needs.

Ball Bearing Slewing Rings
in a C-arm X-ray Machine
I

n medical technology, the right diagnosis, a patient’s health
or even life itself can depend on the failsafe functioning and
security of connectors. In MRI technology, for instance, the
ODU-MAC White-Line modular rectangular connector links the
magnetic field-generating coil with the MRI system. This interface transmits the image upon which crucial examination reports and subsequent treatment decisions are based.

Proven Knowhow and Implementation Expertise
“The ODU-MAC has been part of our portfolio for 30 years,“ explains Bernhard Säckl, manager of the rectangular connector
product family. “Our customers approach us with specifications for imaging method requirements – and we come up with
customized solutions for each application.“ In so doing, the primary focus lies in having a non-magnetic connector, since the
interface must not interfere with the strong magnetic and alternating magnetic fields of the MRI, which create the image. “We
use different finishing materials and processes to ensure the required specification profile is met,“ says Säckl. Completely separating the production of magnetic and non-magnetic parts
guarantees that no “contamination“ can occur. When it comes
to their non-magnetic properties, the careful examination of
every single component is integrated into the process.

Bringing Together Function and Form
Depending on the requirements, the transmission of data and
high frequency signals in the MRI occurs via eight, 12 or 16channel coax or fiber optic cables. ODU combines the modules accordingly, thereby creating customized connector solutions. The housing varieties are also customer-specific. “We
closely coordinate our design proposals with the customer.
Then we integrate the desired locking type and connector,“ explains Säckl. The spindle locking’s outstanding features include its low insertion and withdrawal forces and clear optical
and tactile feedback. The break-away function, in contrast,
enables emergency unmating without damage to the connector or its contacts. The high-class ODU-MAC modular connec-
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tor systems are not only used in MRI systems they’re also built
into a wide range of medical devices around the world.

Mari: Precision Technology for Successful Surgery
Besides radiotherapy and chemotherapy, the standard procedures in treating brain tumors include the surgical removal of
all or some of the growth. This operation calls for precision and
perfection — both from the surgeon and the instruments, because knowledge and skill alone do not determine the successful outcome of surgery.
Time is also a factor. Constantly stopping to adjust the microscope interrupts the procedure and consumes valuable minutes
when the surgeon’s hands
could be completing the
procedure. As a result, the
dose of anesthetics must be
increased, and this puts the
patient under additional
stress. The loss of time can
even be a matter of life and
death.
Solving this problem became a goal of David
Pitskhelauri, MD, Ph.D., a
brain tumor and surgical
epilepsy therapy specialist, at the Moscow BurThe MARI high-precision control
denko Neurosurgery Instisystem and the ODU MINI-SNAP
tute in Moscow, Russia.
He knew that if the microscope had a hands-free setting, the surgeon would be able to
operate without stopping. And so the doctor, along with a product development firm, a manufacturer, and a specialist in
electrical connector technology joined forces to develop Mari,
a precision instrument that enables the hands-free use of a
surgical microscope, heralding a new age of neurosurgery.
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MARI responds to minimal movements of the lips and jaw. ODU’s MINI-SNAP ensures secure connections with six customized cable assemblies.

MARI, responds to the most minute movements of the operator’s lips and the essential secure connections are ensured by
the ODU MINI-SNAP and six customized cable assemblies.

Safety in Everyday Medical Care

Images: ODU GmbH & Co. KG

For its customer PARI, ODU created a stamped contact for an
aerosol generator, used to support respiratory therapy for cystic
fibrosis patients in the future. The four-contact connector needed to be as small and manageable as possible. ODU obtained
a 1.27 mm grid, by combining existing contact technology into
a customer-specific overmolded insulating body. Easy handling
is enabled through the flexible mating of the hermaphroditic
design. Another feature is the additional locking nub, which
provides tactile feedback on the mating status. Cable bend protection is integrated into the overmolding process.

Connections Continue Beyond the Connector
When the specification is to keep a system solution as small as
possible, there’s often an acute lack of space in the connector.
ODU delivered a customized ODU-MAC White-Line connector, complete with the matching cable assembly, for a shock
wave therapy device for its customer MTS. “We devised a hybrid cable in which we were able to combine HV and signal
lines as well as a fluid tube all in one custom-fit corrugated tube,“ says Säckl. The broad range of lines in such a compact
space increased the complexity of the cable assembly.

Medical Technology in Motion
Miniaturization is a key area requiring high density solutions
to ensure top performance transmissions in the smallest of
spaces. Another essential factor for manufacturers is growing
cost pressure. This is why ODU is constantly working on the
creation of innovative technologies, and materials in new ways
to provide ever more efficient connectors and system solutions. Today, ODU products are constantly proving their outstanding reliability in the medical field, and will continue to
provide application
security in the fuCONTACT
ture, too.
ODU GmbH & Co. KG
Pregelstraße 11
D-84453 Mühldorf a. Inn
Phone +49 8631 615 60
www.odu.de

In addition to the connectors from the ODU MINI-SNAP series, ODU
has designed a total of six cable assemblies for MARI

www.med-eng.de
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Measuring Lowest Flow
Rates in Medical Therapies
W

hile various countermeasures have been evaluated
and introduced, there is still room for improvement
and for new technologies to be established. One novel development with tremendous potential is a single-use liquid flow sensor that is able to measure lowest flow rates and
detect common failure modes quickly and reliably.

A typical elastomeric pump consists of a pressurized reservoir
exerting continuous force on the medication, an IV administration set including a pressure drop element (e.g. a thin capillary used as a restrictor) which determines the required flow
rate, and an IV catheter or injection port. These pumps are of-

Medical procedures and therapies are often faced by the same
challenge: accurately measuring and controlling lowest flow
rates down to the microliter per
hour range. In most of these cases the outcome of the therapy,
as well as the well-being or even
the survival of the patient
strongly rely on the reliable and
continuous drug administration
in such low flow regimes.
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Ambulatory infusion pumps are experiencing ever increasing
popularity in ambulatory and home care settings for the continuous delivery of highly-concentrated medication over several
days. Herein, flow rates range from single milliliters up to a
few hundred milliliters per hour (ml/h). Portable ambulatory
infusion treatments have been able to dramatically reduce the
length of hospitalization with its related costs, while at the same time greatly improving patient quality of life. For example,
in the case of chemotherapy, it has been shown that continuous drug administration has a beneficial pharmacodynamic
impact on efficacy and toxicity, compared to traditional bolus
injections every 24 hours.

The single-use liquid flow sensor LD20

ten purely mechanical and designed as single-use devices for
infusional chemotherapy, pain management, or chelation therapy. Their characteristic pressure profile is typically concave,
i.e. the generated flow rate at the beginning and at the end of
the therapy is higher than in the middle.
The actual flow rates of elastomeric pumps are mainly influenced by two parameters: the differential pressure between the
inlet and outlet of the restrictor and the resistance of the restrictor itself. While the inlet pressure is determined by the pressure profile of the pump’s reservoir, the outlet pressure is affected by several factors: the type of the injection site, the patient’s specific vein back pressure, as well as the difference in
height between reservoir and injection site. The resistance of
the restrictor is influenced by the viscosity of the medication
which in turn is determined by the solution’s molecular composition and its temperature. In order to maximize temperature stability in spite of changing ambient temperatures, medical device manufacturers typically recommend to tape the
restrictor to the patient’s skin at all times. The currently established solutions, as described above, have a series of wellknown shortcomings.
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the nursing staff, clinicians and their parents, but also from
the medical industry.
In this context, flow rates of 1 ml/h or even lower are typical
due to the patients’ low body weights. Consequentially, the
known and inherent issues of the current infusion technology
(start-up delays, flow-discontinuation and dependence on
hydrostatic pressure) may have even more detrimental effects
on the therapy outcome.

The required flow rate accuracy according to international
standards is ±15% under very specific conditions. During a typical daily routine, it is challenging for a patient to adhere to
the handling instructions that guarantee the specified performance. In consequence the real life flow rates often deviate
drastically from the intended values. While higher flow rates
may result in an increased toxicity of the therapy, lower flow
rates will reduce the treatment’s efficacy. Both deviations will
prevent an optimal therapeutic outcome. Additionally, medication not administered due to lower flow rates and thus leftover in the reservoir, may require specialized waste management.
Especially at low flow rates, clogging of the very thin restrictor
or at the injection site is difficult to detect quickly and reliably
without a liquid flow sensor. In most cases, it takes hours for
an occlusion to get detected by the patient or nursing staff.
This again will prevent an optimal therapeutic outcome.

Administration of life-saving drugs with a short half-life, for
example adrenalin, must not be delayed or discontinued by
the infusion technology in question. However, this happens
frequently due to the compliance of the tubing and syringe
plunger, the movement and vertical displacement of syringe
pumps during transport of the patient, or the loading of a new
syringe into the pumping device.
The fluidic balance of a child or a neonate has to be observed
and calculated on a daily basis. The sum of any fluid injected
or ingested, be it drugs or nutrition, and the excreted fluid is
not only critical to the well-being of the child but also limited.
Single-use liquid flow sensors, integrated into infusion sets,
will enable medical devices not only to monitor the adminis-

The effects described above can currently neither be monitored for direct feedback or remote support nor can they be recorded for later analysis by the clinical staff.
Thus, many ambulatory infusion pump manufacturers are designing smart versions of their existing products. One possible
solution is the seamless integration of a single-use liquid flow
sensor, like the LD20 from Sensirion, into the infusion set.
In pediatrics and neonatology, the little and vulnerable patients receive a lot of special care and attention, not only from

tered flow rates accurately, but also to detect the above mentioned common failure modes quickly and reliably.
Continuous urine flow measurements of critically ill patients require flow rates to be measured in the range of single milliliters
up to 100 milliliters per hour. Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) is a
common complication (occurrence 20% - 30%) in critically ill
patients in the ICU. The early detection and correct diagnosis of
AKI currently receives a lot of attention in medical research and
development. Patient mortality and the risk to develop a chronic kidney disease drastically increases with AKI onset.
Nowadays, AKI can be diagnosed on the basis of laboratory data, including a change in serum creatinine or in the excretion
of waste products of the kidney’s nitrogen metabolism. Research showed that the urine output of a catheterized patient
is more sensitive than biochemical markers to changes in re-
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More Information

LD20 Single-Use Liquid Flow Sensor

The LD20 series – single-use liquid flow sensors

The LD20 series combines Sensirion’s proven liquid flow sensing technology in a single-use, cost-optimized design for high
volume applications in the medical, life-science or food industry. The LD20 sensors provide a bidirectional measurement of flow rates from below 1 ml/h up to 1000 ml/h, while
still reliably detecting common failure modes such as occlusion, free flow, or air bubbles with unprecedented speed and
sensitivity.

nal function. It exhibits a faster response than changes to the
biochemical composition of the urine.

Measuring Principle of a Microthermal CMOSens® Flow Sensor

The standardized RIFLE classification (risk, injury, failure,
loss, end-stage) is used by clinicians to increase the sensitivity and specificity of their AKI diagnosis. This classification
states, that a decrease in urine output below 0.5 ml per kilogram body weight per hour for more than six hours is a first indication for an increased risk of acute renal failure.

CMOSens® Technology integrates an extremely fast, miniaturized thermal sensor together with the complete high-precision evaluation circuitry on a single CMOS microchip. A heating
element on the microchip applies a minimal amount of heat to
the medium for a thermal flow measurement. Two temperature sensors, positioned symmetrically up and downstream of
the heat source, detect minute temperature differences with
extreme sensitivity and thus provide the fundamental information on heat dispersion, which is directly correlated to the
flow rate. Integrating the technology on a single chip ensures
that the sensitive, analog sensor signals are amplified, digitized and further processed without interference and with the
highest precision, enabling the chip to provide the user with a
calibrated and linearized signal via a digital interface.

The biggest issue faced today, when determining the urine output of a patient, is that it has to be measured and recorded manually in regular intervals by the ICU’s nursing staff. Only then
can a further trend analysis be performed. The possibility of automatically and continuously measuring and recording urine
outputs would allow a timelier diagnosis and enable clinicians
to recognize or even prevent AKI onset. Again the LD20 singleuse liquid flow sensor can solve this problem.
Common to all of the medical fields and applications described above, is that by using a single-use liquid flow sensor, important measurement data and vital signs could be acquired
and stored automatically in the electronic patient data management system (PDMS). This solves the issue of time-consuming, inaccurate, and cumbersome hand written medical
charts and allows the timely detection of adverse effects. The
data would furthermore be easily available for a retrospective
analysis. Above all, it would free-up time of the nursing staff to
be spent on other tasks which still require personal attention.

Microthermal measurement principle

All of these medical applications can be revolutionized or for
the first time enabled by using the LD20, the single-use liquid
flow sensor from Sensirion.

CONTACT
Sensirion AG
Laubisrütistraße 50
CH-8712 Stäfa ZH
Phone +41 44 306 40 00

Author:
Susanne Jungmann, Product Manager Liquid Flow Sensors
Sensirion AG
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Precision and Speed
without Compressed Air
L

osses of compressed air due to leaks often amounting to
20% over the entire compressed air system. Electromotive valves solve these problems and therefore offer an
energy-efficient alternative in many cases. Unlike pneumatic
spring-balanced solutions, they move almost instantly to the
required position without overshooting, which then remains
stable independently of the media pressure. As simple, but intelligent systems, they also offer numerous possibilities for
process optimization.
There are different reasons why users want to dispense with
pneumatic valves or replace them with electromotive variants:
For instance, there are some applications in which compressed air is neither available nor desirable. These include extensive storage systems with long distances between individual
valves, mobile facilities, for example, for local delivery of potable water or processes in which compressed air is disruptive
such as in clean rooms or painting plants. Other applications
require high levels of control precision and speed combined
with a low dead time – something that cannot be realized with
pneumatic valves. Engine test benches would be typical
examples. However, certain innovative plant concepts also
use a combination of pneumatic and electromotive valves, for
example, where simple shut-off functions are pneumatically
controlled, while superior electromotive variants are used for

The advantages of electromotive
actuators compared with pneumatic solutions are attracting
increasing attention. Although
compressed air is already available in many industrial environments, it ranks among the most
costly energy sources to generate
due to the high maintenance
costs and significant losses due
to leaks .
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demanding control processes. In addition, more and more
users are reducing the cost-intensive and wasteful use of compressed air by using electromotive solutions.

Steam regulation in CIP plants: Ultra-precise, electromotive control
valve combined with pneumatically actuated shut-off valves.

The fluid control specialist Bürkert offers a wide-ranging program of electromotive process control valves for all these scenarios. Designed as seat or diaphragm valves, they cover a
broad spectrum of applications. The spectrum ranges from vapor deposition for baked goods and water regulation during
textile bleaching to controlling hot water in dairy plants all the
way to mobile temperature control systems. Additional applications include metering steam and water in the foodstuffs or
pharmaceutical industries, precise pressure control on engine
test benches, for example in Formula One, or in the cooling cycle of breweries.

Seat Valves: Fast, Accurate and Powerful
What sets these electromotive seat valves apart is their performance, which cannot be compared to that of pneumatically
actuated valves. With a control speed of 6 mm/s and a closing
time of 3 to 4 seconds, they no longer exhibit the weakness of
many electromotive process valves. Previous solutions sometimes require several minutes to close, which is simply unacceptable for many applications. Depending on the requirement, the control speed can be set to specific applications,
electric stroke and closing limits can be defined and end positions smoothly approached. Another feature of these valves
compared to pneumatic, spring-balanced actuators is that
they approach the required position almost instantly and without overshooting. This position then remains stable irre-
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spective of media pressure. In the event of a power failure, the safety position can be approached
with the help of the optional energy pack. Additional emergency manual adjustment is also
provided. The valve position is displayed by a
360° LED ring, which is clearly visible from a
distance, and by a mechanical position indicator in case of a power failure.

industries. The electric actuator with ball screw positions the diaphragm almost instantly with high precision and an unusually high control speed of up
to 4 mm/s, which can be varied to suit the plant
design. Pressure fluctuations or shocks in the
medium do not affect the valve position. If necessary, the safety position can also be approached with the help of an optional energy pack
in case of a power failure. Useful functions for
process control, valve diagnostics, and preventative maintenance are also provided. The valve position is indicated by the mechanical position indicator and a 360° LED illuminated
ring, which also indicates warnings and errors.
The proven valve body and diaphragms guarantee media separation, excellent cleaning characteristics, and minimal empty space. Thanks to
the high level of IP protection and low sensitivity to
shocks and vibrations, demanding ambient conditions are not a problem. The hygienic design
enables quick and residue-free external cleaning. The actuator force can be precisely tailored to the operating conditions to maximize
the diaphragm service life.

The control valves are available as angle seat
(type 3360) and globe valves (type 3361) with
optional process controller in nominal connection widths of DN15 to DN50. Possible media
include gases, fluids and steam at media temperatures from -10 to 185 °C and operating
pressures of up to 16 bar. Bodies are available
with flange, threaded sleeve, welded or clamp
connections. Flow values range from 0.1 to 53
m3/h. The high control resolution results from a
minimal dead band of 0.1%. An electric
supply voltage of 24 V DC is required.
Harsh environments are not a problem for
the rugged body, which offers degree of
protection IP65 and IP67 in a sealed design that is also easy to clean. The actuator surface is designed in accordance with
In addition to the regular version, the diaphragm
the EHEDG guidelines (European Hyvalves are also offered as shut-off valves
With the electromotive seat valve types,
gienic Engineering and Design Group)
(type 3323) in connection widths of up to
there are now process control valves that set
and offers high resistance to cleaning
DN50. The valves that offer FDA, USP and
new standards with regard to performance,
reliability,
and
efficiency.
agents. The control valves are suppleEHEDG conformity are particularly suimented with on/off valves available as angle seat valves (type
table for clean-room, filling, packaging and CIP/SIP applicati3320) and globe variants (type 3321). As a result, all requireons in the pharmaceutical and health care sectors, the dairy or
ments for use in the foodstuff and pharmaceutical industry are
cosmetics industries and for industrial water treatment.
covered.

Images: Christian Bürkert GmbH & Co. KG

Diaphragm Valves: Hygienic, Dynamic and Durable

The optional operating display shows the current operating states and enables quick and easy configuration and diagnostics directly on the device.

Diaphragm control valves (type 3363) are also an ideal choice
for demanding control tasks in areas involving media contact
in the food, drink, cosmetics, pharmaceutical or biopharma
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Future-Proof Communication for Industry 4.0

Communication is possible using analog signals and with modern field bus systems. With EDIP (Efficient Device Integration Platform), the manufacturer has also created a practical
solution that meets the growing demand for electric integration solutions. This development paves the way to digital networking and offers convenient operating and parametrization
possibilities. The user can program and adapt the logic to
changing processes and operating conditions without the
need for an additional controller. The free Bürkert Communicator software can be used to set up diagnostic functions such
as monitoring of operating data or alarm messages for customer-specific parameters. The electromotive valves function
as intelligent systems offering numeCONTACT
rous possibilities for
Bürkert Fluid Control Systems
process optimization.
Christian-Bürkert-Straße 13 - 17
D-74653 Ingelfingen
Phone +49 7940 10 0
www.burkert.com
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Compressed air is ever-present in dental labs. The lab instruments
and furnishings contain many meters of tubes with dozens of fittings
and connection components, all of which have to function reliably.

First Choice for
“Third Teeth“
The origins of Zubler Gerätebau GmbH go back to the year
1922. At that time, Karl Zubler, the grandfather of the company’s present-day owner Kurt Zubler, founded a company that
manufactured electrical machines. After the war, the company was re-established as a service company for electrical machines. Since 1992 the Ulm-based company develops central
suction systems for dental labs and markets an entire series of
instruments and components with compressed air connections. They include ceramic press kilns and CAD-CAM systems for dental technology. The company also supplies the required accessories and consumables from a single source.
Zubler is the only manufacturer of suction systems for dental
technology that can offer every individual customer configuration: from single- and multi-station to central suction systems.
On the basis of many years of experience, Zubler also carries
out planning, installation and maintenance of the lab facilities. The equipment of a dental lab requires an extensive technical infrastructure, which resides unnoticed in the back-

A view inside the VarioPress 300 ceramic press kiln: threaded connections with a release ring create a permanently leak-proof connection
of the polyamide pneumatic tubes
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ground and includes a
branched network of
exhaust air ducts and
compressed air lines.
Compressed air is a
universal working medium that is easy to
The swivelling threaded angle connecconvey and is used in
tion from the BASICLINE features an
multiple applications
enclosed O-ring and is made of nickelat each workplace in
plated brass
the dental lab. It is
used to operate air
guns and pneumatic tools, to blast and blow off parts and to
power hand grinders.

From Suction Equipment to Specialised Products
The family owned company entered the dental market by coincidence. A dental equipment manufacturer had seen one of
the custom-made suction devices in a dental lab and wanted
to integrate a similar device in the manufacturer’s own product mix, which resulted in the first single-station suction system and was then produced in large quantities. The philosophy of Zubler Gerätebau requires that production and development take place in Germany. All electronic components,
for example, are developed and assembled in Ulm, so that all
control elements come from in-house production. Any components not manufactured in-house are purchased regionally, if
possible, which eliminates unnecessary transport distances
and costs, and also ensures security of supply. Eisele Pneumatics GmbH & Co. KG in Waiblingen shares Zubler’s attitude toward providing products of especially high quality with the
label: “Made in Germany“. For more than twenty years Eisele
has supplied the MSE with high-quality “background“ components for reliable compressed air connections that meet the
high requirements of Zubler lab technology.
The equipment for a dental lab is a major, long-term investment. Therefore, it is important to use long-lasting technology
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T

he Zubler company in Ulm, a world market leader in
suction technology and ceramic kilns, has to rely on
quality components through and through.

MED Components Pumps
and high-quality materials. This also applies to seemingly minor details such as the pneumatic connections. Their seals have to be durable and reliable. Even small leaks in compressed
air lines result in high energy costs over the course of a year
and the hissing sound of escaping compressed air is not conducive to a productive work atmosphere, since the dental
technician’s work requires special concentration.

High-Quality Technology that Lasts
For the reliable implementation of transition points, connections and branches in the compressed air system, the plug-type
tube connections in series 14 of the BASICLINE offered by Eisele have proven ideal. Diverse versions and technical details
make it possible to implement virtually any type of connection. They are available in different types, including straight,
angle, double or T-connections and feature not only reliable leak-proof seals, but also application safety during installation
and maintenance. An Eisele plug-type connection is easy to
disconnect even after extended use, without the risk of leaks.

The high-quality components of the Waiblingen-based company provide a very economical connection solution throughout the entire life cycle. The standard versions are available
in nickel-plated brass. Every year, Zubler orders and installs
large quantities – ca. 30,000 to 40,000 – of the nickel-plated
versions of about 100 different Eisele components, including
quick-release connectors, connecting elements and adapters,
in devices and customer installations. These components are
supplemented by about twelve kilometers of polyamide- and
fabric-reinforced compressed air tubes. The designers and
project planners have the CAD data and the well-structured
product catalogue at their disposal, to minimize the effort in
selecting the right parts in the case of new developments. More than half of the material is needed for the installation of
central suction systems.

Image: Eisele Pneumatics GmbH + Co. KG

Advanced Technology for Fine Craftsmanship
The FZ2 Variomatic is a highly reliable and clean suction system used by four workplaces that was specially developed for
smaller dental labs. As with every workplace connected to a
central suction system, each suction point automatically
opens when the handpiece is actuated and closes after a postoperation period for removal of the residual dust.
Multi-station suction systems, such as the FZ2 Variomatic shown here, ensure a dust-free workplace even in the case of highly dust-intensive tasks, such as those using belt sanders

A basic principle of Zubler suction technology is not only to
distribute air, but to individually control each point where the
air is used. As soon as a suction machine is required to supply
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more than one workplace, Zubler uses a pneumatically actuated valve for each suction point.
A swivelling threaded angle connector from
the BASICLINE provides for a secure
connection of the polyamide compressed air tube in this application. Zubler
installs about 3,000 suction point
openers every year and has done so for
more than 15 years. Each workplace
needs at least four Eisele components,
making a total of 180,000 connections for compressed air tubes, and so
far there have been no complaints.

only supplier of connection components to offer a version
with a release sleeve.
Components from series 14 of the Eisele BASICLINE
are also installed in the VarioPress and Vario ceramic
kilns. Threaded connections with a release ring are
used here, since the connections inside the kiln, as opposed to the connections in the lab installations, only
have to be disconnected in the case of repairs. Whether
the requirement are for evacuation of the kiln chamber
for firing ceramic layers or actuating a pneumatic cylinder for a press ram, the valves must always feature suitable connection technology that can withstand the environment within a kiln with temperatures as high as 1,200 degrees Celsius. The result: dental plates of outstanding
quality, to which Eisele has made a significant contribution, virtually unnoticed.

The version with a release sleeve enables repeated secure and convenient
connection and disconnection, as well
as of dirty connections or in difficultto-access areas, for example behind
the lab furnishings. The release sleeve protects the inner collet from impurities. In the BASICLINE, the nickelplated brass plug-type connections
The VarioPress 300 ceramic press kiln is used
for processing of diverse established and
with a release sleeve and one or two
innovative ceramic materials for use in dental
seals is the right choice for many applates
plications. For Zubler the metal version is especially important, since – in the experience of the
Zubler development department – plug-type connectors with
a release ring made of plastic cannot guarantee the required
long-term reliability and robustness. Moreover, the handling
of the metal connectors is much more convenient. Eisele is the

CONTACT
Eisele Pneumatics GmbH + Co. KG
Hermann-Hess-Straße 14-16
D-71332 Waiblingen
Phone +49 7151 17 19 0
www.eisele.eu
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PROGRAMMABLE PUMP

The Intelligent Programmable Pump from Fluid Metering, Inc.
combines FMI’s precision valveless STH Stepper Pump with integral programmable driver in a compact design ideal for integration with
OEM instrumentation. The driver provides precision servo control of the STH
pumps stepper motor for resonance-free, quite operation.
Having 5 programmable inputs and 2 outputs, the Intelligent
Pump is compatible with multiple programming platforms including, Visual Basic, C/C++, Delphi, LabView. Analog 0-5 VDC,
RS-232, and CANopen protocol are supported with an optional
EtherCAT communication module available.
The Programmable Driver and Stepper provide precision control of FMI’s CeramPump® integral valveless piston pump.
FMI“s CeramPump® technology features only one moving
part, a sapphire-hard ceramic piston, in contact with fluid.
The rotating and reciprocating piston accomplishes both the
pumping and valving functions effectively eliminating check
valves present in conventional reciprocating piston and diaphragm pump designs.
www.FluidMetering.com
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Company Profile
The RICO Group is a technological leader and
global supplier of elastomer and LSR-plastics
solutions. It consists of four cutting-edge
manufacturers with locations in Europe and
North America.

RICO Elastomere
Projecting GmbH
Austria
Am Thalbach 8
4600 Thalheim/Wels
T +43 7242 76460
F +43 7242 76470
office@ rico.at
www.rico.at

RICO’s portfolio of services range from
assisting customers with product development, production of the molds, to highly automated component production. RICO’s customers are located around the globe and in a
range of industries including medical, automotive and sanitary.
Specializing in medical and life science
applications, Silcoplast, located in Switzerland operates a Class DIN ISO 7 clean room.
RICO Elastomer Projecting, based in Austria
offers the technology leader with the toolshop
and a material testing laboratory and possesses a non-certified Class 8 clean room.
SIMTEC, the US based LSR-molding-specialist uses laminar-flow manufacturing cells for
life science applications. .Advanced moldingand automation technology is the common
USP of the Group.
Customers benefit from cutting-edge Liquid
Injection Molding - and Multi-shot- technology to open a whole world of new possibilities, from product-development to manufacturing world-class products. Be it a new
functional part within a pump housing, a
valve, plungers, seals, gaskets, or a new
respiratory mask – just to name a few; the
RICO Group combines technology, expertise
and experienced professionals to offer its
customers with solutions to help turn their
ideas into reality. At the end of the day it’s
about working with the best in the industry.
RICO ELASTOMERE PROJECTING GMBH
Headquartered in Thalheim bei Wels in
Upper Austria, RICO Elastomere Projecting
GmbH (www.rico.at) specializes in injection
molds, automation and elastomer parts
production, in particular Liquid Silicone
Rubber (LSR) and High Consistency Rubber
(HCR). Molded parts are produced using
one-, two- or multi-component injection
molds. The company currently employs 210
highly qualified staff. In addition to automated
and complex molds, RICO also produces
high-volume silicone- and plastic parts
production. The company has obtained ISO
9001 quality certification as well as environmental certification with ISO 14001 : 2014
and also – as one of the first companies in
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Austria – IATF 16949 : 2016. Currently, RICO
is expanding its production area for the 6th
time. The new extension (to be finished in
summer 2018) includes a cleanroom to meet
hygienic standards, more than 4000 m2 new
production space, a logistics center, a high
bay warehouse and more space for the
development laboratory.
SILCOPLAST AG
Silcoplast AG in Wolfhalden, Switzerland
(www.silcoplast.ch) specializes in a variety of
applications, ranging from medical to the
electrical applications, and also manufactures
specialty products such as filter tissue fabric.
The company processes LSR, thermoplastics
and high consistency rubber. DIN ISO class 7
clean rooms play an important part in production. Silcoplast has obtained ISO
9001 : 2015 certification as well as ISO
13485 : 2012 certification for the manufacture of medical products.
SIMTEC SILICONE PARTS LLC
The latest addition to the RICO GROUP is
SIMTEC SILICONE Parts, based in South
Florida, USA (www.simtec-silicone.com).
SIMTEC supports a number of the world’s
leading companies in the development and
production of high end-customized liquid
silicone rubber (LSR) components and
2- and multi- shot LSR and thermoplastic
components and operates laminar- flow cells.
The company is certified in accordance with
the ISO 9001 : 2008, ISO/TS 16949 : 2009
and ISO 13485 : 2003 standards.
HTR ROSENBLATTL GMBH
Hardening technology specialist HTR Rosenblattl GmbH is a subsidiary of RICO Elastomere Projecting GmbH. Using state-of-the-art
processes and technology to produce effective heat-treated mold steel, a pre-requisite
for a properly functioning molds, HTR’s
production facilities also feature next-generation vacuum furnaces with a patented cooling
system.
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Based on the chip card controller of eXcio Pelvictrainer the automatic positioning of the optimal exercising position of a patient can be stored

Electrically adjustable lifting columns from RK Rose+Krieger
ensure high-precision adjustment of the optical system in DIERS
biomechanical measuring systems

Precise Positioning
Required
W

hen it comes to height adjustment, electric lifting columns are now virtually indispensable in the medical
technology sector and related fields. DIERS International GmbH was initially drawn to these columns because of their
extremely quiet and high-precision operation. Established in
1996, the family-run company develops, produces and distributes biomechanical measuring systems for the holistic analysis of
the human body. Typical users of these systems are, among
others, orthopaedists, orthopaedic technicians, physiotherapists, dentists, orthodontists and sports physicians.

Prior to scanning, the spinal and posture analysis system
needs to be adjusted to the patient's height. For this height adjustment, DIERS opted for a three-stage electrically adjustable lifting column from RK Rose+Krieger. „During our search
for a suitable lifting column, we had – and still have – three
main criteria“, said Christian Diers, Managing Partner of
DIERS International GmbH. „The stroke needed to be big
enough, the stroke element needed to be able to accommodate the weight of the measuring system and the lifting columns
needed to be certified to EN 60601 for medical devices.“

Thanks to its pioneering formetric measuring technology,
DIERS is now world leader in the field of light-optical, radiation-free 3D/4D spine and posture analysis. This system uses a
light projector to project a line grid onto the back of the patient, which is then recorded by a camera unit and analysed by
computer software. This analysis produces a three-dimensional model of the surface – a sort of virtual plaster cast of the
patient's back. The DIERS formetric system also delivers a 3D
model of the spine, which enables a reconstruction of the spatial arrangement of the spine and pelvic position.

Practical Square Design
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DIERS found that the medium-sized Alpha Colonne electrical
lifting column from RK Rose+Krieger met all of its requirements. The electric lift column is equipped with square-shaped guide profiles and is designed for a maximum load of 100
kg, so that it can easily accommodate the 20-kg weight of the
DIERS measuring system. Unlike other column systems, the
Alpha Colonne also offers an additional third guide stage,
which enables it to achieve a maximum stroke of 700 mm or,
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Synchronous Versions: Installation and
Alignment Made Simple

Images: RK Rose+Krieger GmbH

RK Rose+Krieger also offers special controls for applications
requiring the synchronised operation of up to four Alpha Colonnes, such as the height adjustment of worktables or desks
– as well as the RK SyncFlex, a system for the level alignment
of the columns. RK SyncFlex adjuster plates facilitate the horizontal and vertical alignment of the lifting columns, which
prevents any distortions that could cause over-determined
systems to fail in the event of overload, whereby the horizontal
compensation in the Z-axis enables the freedom of movement
required when moving the lifting columns. The vertical adjustment levels out any unevenness in the mounting environment
and aligns the lifting column around the X-Y axes.

Lifting Columns for Virtually Every Application
The RK Rose+Krieger product range offers a broad portfolio of lifting
columns for electrical height adjustment

together with the installation length of 820 mm, a total length
of 1,520 mm. The edge length of the outer column stage of the
medium-sized telescopic lifting column chosen by Diers is
128 mm (Large: 163 mm). Despite its slim shape, the generous overlapping of the three guide stages makes the Alpha
Colonne extremely stable, even when fully extended.
„Thanks to its square profile, the Alpha Colonne presents an attractive harmonious whole in combination with our measurement
system“, explained Diers, citing yet another reason to opt for the
electrical height adjustment system. Because RK Rose+Krieger
discreetly integrates the control system in the lifting column, it
does not spoil the clean lines of the combined systems. It is controlled by DIERS via the relay circuit of the device electronics
which, in turn, are controlled by a PC. „While we did not place any
particular demands on the control of the lifting column, we wanted it to be easy to integrate – and it certainly was“, said Diers.

In addition to the Alpha Colonne, the RK Rose+Krieger product portfolio includes numerous other lifting columns for
electrical height adjustment in applications outside its established stronghold in the medical technology sector. This includes the product family of the slim Multilift II lifting columns –
which offers a telescopic version of the lifting column, a version specially for ESD assembly tables and a lifting column with
integrated damping system – as well as the particularly slimline RK Slimlift with a diameter of just 92 mm, the extremely
stable RK Powerlift lifting column series and the multi-stage
Lambda Colonne for high tensile and compressive loads up to
4,500 N. The entire technology of these columns is discreetly
integrated and invisible to the eye, so that no special cladding
is required. Users do not generally require any special electrotechnical knowledge to put these devices into operation.
Conclusion: Whatever your application – whether you require
the height adjustment of medical technology systems, workstation systems or complex mechanical engineering systems –
the product portfolio of the Minden specialists for linear technology has the right lifting column for you.

At the start of their collaboration, more than 15 years ago,
DIERS initially used a standard version of the Alpha Colonne.
However, in the course of their collaboration, RK Rose+Krieger customised the connector plug to meet the requirements
of the DIERS measuring system.
Author:
Bernd Klöpper, Head of Marketing, RK Rose+Krieger GmbH,
Minden, Germany

Zero Backlash Even After Years of Use
The Alpha Colonne is suitable for both tensile and compressive
loads of up to 3,000 N. It is self-locking, even under maximum
load, and is fitted with an integrated limit switch. Pre-set slider
units ensure zero backlash, even after years of use. The connecting plate has an in-built self-correction feature which enables
the fine adjustment of the installation dimensions by +3 mm,
thus ensuring easy connection of the lifting column to the environment. The maximum travel speed of the telescopic stroke element – also available in special lengths on request – is 18 mm/s.
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CONTACT
RK Rose+Krieger GmbH
Potsdamer Str. 9
D-32423 Minden, Germany
Phone +49 571 93 35 0
www.rk-rose-krieger.com
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Next Generation of Point of Care devices – Embedded Vision enters
clinical realm

Diagnostic Devices to
Takeaway
T

he past few years have seen the rise of a powerful generation of processing boards capable of replacing much
of the work previously performed by PC-based systems.
At the same time, industrial cameras for machine vision and
the Medical & Life-Science domain also evolved quickly. Cameras that were once large and expensive can today be produced affordably and in ultra-compact designs. Some of the cameras are hardly larger than a stamp but are relatively easy to
integrate, even into very small Vision systems. There are a
number of factors driving development, perhaps most prominently a drop in Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and the trend
toward miniaturization.

These new, more compact devices are already being put to
work in medical technology, especially in the fields of dermatology, ophthalmology and laboratory automation.
Cost-effective manufacturing options and new form factors are
giving today's manufacturers of medical devices the freedom to
explore an entirely new world of product designs. Devices that
were once bulky and stationary can now be built for mobile use.

Sample Application Embedded Vision: Digital
Dermatoscopy
The World Cancer Research Fund International has declared
skin cancer in its various forms to be the most common type of
cancer. More than 232,000 cases of melanoma are identified
each year. The earlier the cancer is detected and treated, the
better the chances of survival for the patient.

The dermatologist uses a dermatoscope to examine suspicious skin
pigments.

When small processing boards are combined with miniaturized camera modules, the result is known as 'Embedded Vision.' Embedded Vision offers benefits in many different fields
of application – from consumer electronics and the automotive industry to industrial automation and medical products.
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One of the most frequently applied diagnostic procedures for
early detection of skin cancer is dermatoscopy. Physicians apply a traditional dermatoscope to examine suspicious skin pigments by viewing the affected section of skin under magnification (Fig. 1). When the patient returns for a follow-up exam,
the physician then reviews the spot again under a magnifying
glass and attempts to determine whether any changes have
occurred. It's easy to see how a digital photo of the suspicious
pigment using an integrated camera can make it much easy to
assess whether changes have occurred. The physician can review an image taken using the same colors and lighting conditions, and even apply software for additional support. Diagnosis reliability and standardization is increased, and even the
smallest changes in color and radius can be detected. Another
major benefit: the digital image is compatible with use in computer-aided algorithms (such as convolutional neural networks) for image analysis. Moreover, the image can also be
sent to other clinicians if a second opinion is desired.
The camera plays a lead role in this type of medical product –
after all, the diagnostic proposal is based on an image captu-
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The CPAP gas mixer:
the freedom to innovate
The Bürkert gas mixer for continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) devices unites
leading-edge innovation with decades of ﬂuid technology expertise. It’s a powerful combination for developing your next-generation medical device portfolio.

The Bürkert CPAP gas mixer delivers an intelligent, modular platform for
creating feature-rich medical devices. It’s the ideal solution for meeting
your customers’ needs today and in the future. Now you can combine
state-of-the-art functions across your entire product line.

The Bürkert gas mixer
• makes it easy to design innovative, customized CPAP solutions
• unites valves, sensors, electronics in a single medical device
• is guaranteed against leakage for the life of the unit
• offers a modular combination of push flow, CPAP pressure triggers,
high-frequency oscillation, and percent-accurate FiO2 functions

Working hand in hand as a trusted innovation partner, we can help you
transform your vision into tangible success. It’s why our unique combination of collaboration and know-how is just what you need to get your
next CPAP project designed, certified, and launched in record time.

Want to know more? Just call: +49 (0)79 40 10-0 or visit

Start engineering your
next success today.

www.burkert.com

them before the first image can be captured.
This is where camera manufacturers can add
value: the BCON for LVDS camera, for example, comes in a version with low-level interface
as well as a USB 3.0 interface. In this way,
image quality and camera functionality can be
evaluated after just minutes of setup, no custom development required. Because the pylon
Camera Software Suite works with both PC-based and embedded architecture systems, developers can first develop on a PC-based system and then port the completed application to
the embedded system. This saves precious resources during the development process.

Components of an Embedded Vision system

red by the camera. For the images to be used as part of an
extended series of examinations, numerous factors must
first be mitigated, including the fluctuating lighting intensity and different viewing angles. Color fidelity is of crucial importance here, as reproducible results are essential to accurate diagnostics. Unlike their counterparts from the consumer electronics world, industrial sensors are excellent at
this task. They are durable, pre-calibrated and produce reliably identical measurement time and again. Beyond this,
the developer can adjust every single element of the imaging
process, from the photons to the measurement values. Mass
market camera modules simply do not offer that much control over how they work.

Embedded Vision: Easy to Integrate
Components, Even in Complex Systems
Miniaturization of the components (camera, CPU, etc...) is
only the most visible part of the development. Hardware
changes have also occurred under the hood, many of which
help make medical Embedded Vision systems much more
practical.

To further cut the complexity of integration, camera makers like Basler have also created Development Kits for their camera modules. Each
Development Kit contains a processing board and a camera
connected to the board via a ribbon cable. Developers can use
this gig to gain insight into the software architecture. There's
no need to design a complete connection from scratch, as many functions can be adopted wholesale from the reference implementation. The developers can instead focus on the actual
medical application, which is their company's real core competency.

Summary
Given the higher integration costs, why should a medical technology company bother with Embedded Vision systems at all?
The answer is simple: beyond a drastic reduction in Total Cost
of Ownership when higher unit counts are produced, Embedded Vision also enables systems that were simply technologically unattainable in the past. These benefits are tremendously important in an age where medical devices are getting more
portable and user friendly by the day. Medical technology
firms are taking full benefit of the potential inherent to Embedded Systems to dream up new innovations, all while cutting costs.

While most industrial cameras work with interfaces compliant
with the GigE Vision or USB3 Vision standard, Embedded Vision devices typically work with low-level interfaces such as
MIPI CSI-2 or LVDS-based interfaces such as Basler's BCON
for LVDS. The differences between the different interfaces are
significant: BCON for LVDS uses the standardized GeniCam
API, which among other benefits specifies an easy-to-use programming interface. By comparison, CSI-2 standardizes
image transfer, but doesn't specify the API.

Author
Peter Behringer, Product Market Manager,
Basler AG

CONTACT
Basler AG
An der Strusbek 60-62
D-22926 Ahrensburg
Phone +49 4102 46 35 00
www.baslerweb.com

The integration costs for Embedded Vision systems are higher
than for traditional PC-based systems. A standard industrial
camera with housing and USB 3.0 interface will be plug-andplay compatible with all standard operating systems. Low-level interfaces can't offer that. Developers will need to program
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Heavy metal on a tungsten basis with a high radiation absorption
capacity is an ecological alternative to toxic lead

Ecological Alternative
to Toxic Lead
E

Images: Gesellschaft für Wolfram Industrie mbH & Bayerische Metallwerke GmbH

U Directive 2011/65/EU (RoHS 2) regulates the use of
certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment. Lead is ranked at the top of the list,
even higher than mercury and cadmium. The heavy metal
used as radiation shielding or for anti-scatter grids due to its
high atomic mass is highly toxic and does not break down easily, which is why a weight proportion of only 0.1 per cent is
permitted in new electronic and electric equipment. It also
has a low melting point of just 327 °C, constituting an additional hazard in case of fire.

ricting beam inlets in collimators or shielding against highenergy electromagnetic radiation. Dangerous gamma radiation and X-rays in particular can be contained thanks to the very
high absorption value of the metal powder mixture.
Due to the high melting point of Triamet at more than 1,000 °C,
which is much higher compared to lead, there is no risk of melting in case of a fire. However, only powder-metallurgical processing is possible due to this special characteristic: for the
production of Triamet, tungsten powder is mixed with iron and
nickel or copper and nickel powders. Subsequent shaping is either realised hydraulically with binding agents and a press, or
isostatically under great pressure of 2,000 to 3,000 bar. The
former is suitable for smaller dimensions, the latter for largescale components. The resulting green parts are sintered into
semi-finished products in an electrically heated vacuum oven
or in a reduced hydrogen atmosphere.

Sintering Process at 1,500 °C Thanks to Nickel
and Iron Binder Phase

Compared to lead frequently used for medical technology applications in the past, space-saving Triamet sets itself apart in that it does
not need any supporting structure due to its high resistance.

The Bavarian company Wolfram Industrie offers an innovative, more environmentally friendly alternative with Triamet, a
heavy metal alloy on a tungsten basis: thanks to its specific
high density and the resulting radiation absorption capacity,
the dimensionally stable product that is available in both an
iron-nickel and a copper-nickel binder phase even shields
against gamma radiation. While tungsten is normally difficult
to process, it can be shaped into blanks using a powder-metallurgical process in this form. Subsequently these blanks can
be processed further with little effort.
Since tungsten is a very dense and heavy material with a density almost as high as gold, it is particularly well suited for rest-
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Wolfram Industrie uses a nickel and iron binder phase for the
production of Triamet, added to the tungsten powder at the rate of three to ten percent. Nickel acts as a catalyst that accelerates diffusion processes on the surface of the tungsten power and thereby reduces the sintering temperature by about
1,000 °C. Subsequently the Triamet green parts are sintered
at about 1,500 °C – in contrast to the 2,500 °C required for
pure tungsten – so that a unique microstructure with a spherical tungsten phase encased by the binder phase is formed.
“Wolfram Industrie produces Triamet with a very high density,“ reports Dipl.-Ing. Wolfgang Jung, the metal expert responsible for research and development. It is declared at G19 and
is about 18.8 ± 0.2 g/cm3. A maximum density of 19.3 can be
achieved with pure tungsten – which in fact is about 8 g/cm3
higher than lead. The lower the proportion of the binder phase
the higher the density will be. With the G14 version of the product for example, the minimum density is 13.9 ± 0.2 g/cm3.
“Our material developments are based on a good mix of our
empirical experience and theoretical insights,“ Jung explains.
“Often the idea for a new material or a new process emerges
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The lower the proportion of the binder phase, the higher the density will be – indicated here by the numbers “17“ and “18“. However, the ductility
of the heavy metal also increases as the binder proportion rises.

through cooperation with our customers. As a rule there are
clear requirements here. Cooperation with universities is also
very valuable to us for implementation.“

Diverse Uses of Tungsten and Triamet in
Medical Technology
A mixture of tungsten granulate and epoxy resin is used as a
backing material in ultrasound heads (transducers) to minimise interfering acoustic reflections. Here the acoustic impedance of the backing material is increased by adding tungsten. Triamet is used in radiation therapy to shield against
hard gamma radiation.
“Radioactive seeds that are delivered to a tumour and subsequently removed again during HDR brachytherapy can be stored in containers made of Triamet,“ Jung explains. Shielding
phials for radiopharmaceuticals to reduce the radiation exposure of employees constitute another possible application. It
is also suitable for isotope containers thanks to its dimensional stability that ensures easy cleaning and sterilisation. Tungsten is atoxic and not environmentally hazardous according to
its RoHS conformity, so that no coating is required. In addition
to shielding elements for medical diagnostics and radiation
therapy, Triamet can also be used as a material for microprobes and electron microscopes. Compared to lead frequently
used for these applications in the past, space-saving Triamet
that meets the requirements according to ASTM B777 also
does not need any supporting structure due to its high resistance.

Universal Applicability of the Heavy Metal
Powder also in other Fields of Application
Aside from medical technology applications, Triamet is often
used as a counterweight or balancing weight in the automobile
industry and also in aluminium casting due to its very good durability and extremely low wear. The product is used in mechanical engineering and plant construction as well because Triamet with its high modulus of elasticity and the microstructure
typical for sintered materials has excellent damping characteristics, making it capable of considerably reducing vibrations.
Compared to steel, the Triamet work pieces with 340-390 GPa
have a modulus of elasticity almost twice that of the commonly used V2A steel with 200 GPa. This reduces deflection under
the same load by 40 per cent.

CONTACT
Gesellschaft für
Wolfram Industrie mbH &
Bayerische Metallwerke GmbH
Leitenweg 5
D-85221 Dachau
Phone +49 8131 703 0
www.wolfram-industrie.de

Triamet is available as an S and G-material. The binder phase
of the former consists of copper and nickel. It is paramagnetic
and only weakly magnetisable, making it suitable for use in the
proximity of stronger magnetic fields, for example in magnetic
resonance tomographs. The binder phase of the G-material is
made of iron-nickel compounds and, in contrast to the S-material, is ferromagnetic.
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More Features with
Miniaturized Devices
The biocompatible material system developed by Heraeus
enables new applications in minimally invasive surgery. Called CerMet, the compound of metal (platinum) and ceramic
(aluminum oxide) creates a high-density, extremely robust
material that can be used to create circuits in very small components with relatively simple automated processes.
Jens Trötzschel, Vice President Advanced Technologies at Heraeus Medical Components, explains the importance of CerMet for developing new medical implants.

MED: MED: Mr. Trötzschel, Heraeus has developed a material
and process system with CerMet. What advantages does the
compositematerial bring?
Jens Trötzschel: Active medical implants that are implanted in the human body pick up electrical signals or emit
electrical signals, like a pacemaker. In order to encapsulate
the sometimes toxic materials in electrical components
such as batteries, these components are usually encased in
a titanium housing. The medical device emits the electrical
signals through an interface called a feedthrough. These
feedthroughs are produced manually in a labor-intensive
process in which tantalum, niobium, or platinum metal wires are soldered with a ceramic insulated body using gold
solder. It’s a process that has been used for decades, but
which has its disadvantages. The components cannot be
miniaturized at will. The number of pins to be soldered is
also limited with this technology. It is currently impossible
to create feedthroughs with 100 pins or more. As the number of soldered pins increases, so does the risk of flawed
solders, and therefore a higher discard rate. If even one solder is faulty, the entire component is unusable. Moreover,
an automated production process for this type of feedthrough would not be economical because the amount of
feedthroughs is not high enough to justify the automation
effort. For these reasons, the feedthrough technology used
for decades is increasingly becoming an inhibiting factor
for miniaturization and further innovation in the area of active medical implants. We want to eliminate this limitation
with our CerMet technology.

Jens Trötzschel: There are already a number of metal-ceramic
materials, which are used in a variety of different applications.
Molybdenum Cermet is used in the lighting industry and gold
Cermet in the jewelry industry. However, these Cermets often
contain a significant percentage of glass or non-biocompatible metal. This is where our material system differs. Through
comprehensive testing, we have succeeded in creating a compound of high-purity aluminum oxide and platinum. But these
materials are inert and show no chemical reaction with each
other. For that reason, we studied the particle sizes, particle
size distributions, and the particle forms to find the optimal
point at which the platinum and aluminum particles form an
interlinked composite without additives. As a result, we are
able to produce a hermetically dense, solid, and structurally
uniform metal ceramic that offers conductive feedthroughs.
The ceramic phase has an insulating effect while the platinum
particles ensure electrical conductivity. It is important that
the platinum particle density is high enough to conduct electrical currents through the ceramic matrix.

MED: MED: Which advantages does the biocompatible system
offer in detail?

Developers at Heraeus have
succeeded in doing what has
long been considered impossible: creating a glass-free
compound of high-purity platinum and aluminum oxide
that yields an extremely dense, robust, and biocompatible
composite material.

MED: MED: The CerMet biocompatible material system was
developed based on an existing technology, high temperature
co-fired ceramics (HTCC). What was your approach?
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The CerMet-Technology allows the miniaturisation of implants

Jens Trötzschel: The medical devices that we use today

MED: MED: Can you give us examples of applications that are

need to keep getting smaller in order to enable minimally
invasive surgery and to keep the risk of the body rejecting
them as low as possible. In addition, miniaturized medical
devices with a smaller volume also have less surface area
for bacteria to colonize. Therefore, miniaturized medical
devices also reduce the risk of postoperative infections. At
the same time, the functional requirements for these medical devices are increasing. Ultimately, a treatment can be
placed more effectively if you can also select the optimal
location for this treatment or stimulation. For this reason,
an increasing number of channels for sensing is needed—a
need that can be met with the CerMet technology. There is
also the safety aspect. The CerMet material offers the advantage that redundant channels can be provided without
negatively impacting the size of the device. If the communication channel for a function fails, another channel is
available so that the medical device can remain implanted
in the body. In addition, CerMet allows for three-dimensional structures: Until now, a feedthrough had one input and
one output. However, the new material allows branching
due to its layered construction and therefore allows one input point being connected with several output points. This
makes the vertical electrical connection extremely flexible,
opening up new, more ergonomic design possibilities for
medical devices.

based on this technology?

Jens Trötzschel: Examples are cochlear implants or micro implants that interact with each other and are placed in different
locations in the body. At the same time, we can improve existing treatments and develop new therapies that were previously impossible. Heraeus is also active in the INTAKT program
supported by Germany’s Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF). This project is all about demonstrating new
ways and possibilities for interaction between humans and
implants.

MED: MED: Heraeus presented the CerMet technology to the
MED: MED: What does the production process look like?

public for the first time at a tradeshow in 2015. How has the
material been accepted in the market since then?

Jens Trötzschel: Automated batch or wafer scale processes allow integration of a great number of electrical channels in extremely small surface areas. Computer controlled machines
punch tiny holes in a thin, “greentape“ ceramic film which
then gets filled with the CerMet paste in a screen printing process. The number of feedthroughs - called vias - depends on
the diameter and spacing between the individual vias. Vias
with diameters between 100µm and 800µm and spacing ranging from 250µm to 150µm are currently being developed.
Depending on the design of the device, densities of up to
1,000 vias per square centimeter can be realized.

Jens Trötzschel: Our technology received great interest
throughout the industry and we currently have development
orders for specific projects in the works. There is a wide variety
of future applications in the area of retinal implants and interfaces with nerves or the brain. An extremely high number of
communication channels are needed for such use. Retinal implants currently have around 60 channels, but the next generation will have far more. Neural interfaces have 80 to 100
channels today, while future devices will have around 1,000
channels. The long-term goal is 10,000 channels to give doc-
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For such applications, the technology is appealing primarily because of its reliability, but also
because CerMet-based components enable
the largely automated assembly of active implants and therefore potentially represent significant cost savings.

MED: MED: Mr. Trötzschel, we’re looking forward to seeing your team’s developments in the
future. Thank you for speaking with me today.

Carola Tesche conducted the interview

The CerMet-Technology makes it possible to realise a multitude of conductor tracks
within the smallest space

CONTACT

tors a better picture of the human nervous system. They can
also apply such signals for many other purposes such as partially restoring body functionality of paraplegics.

Heraeus Medical Components
Heraeusstr. 12-14
D-63450 Hanau
Phone +49 6181 35 45 10
www.heraeus.com

For established devices such as pacemakers, the wire based
feedthrough technology is still sufficient. But even producers
of these devices are coming to us to learn more about CerMet.

Company Profile

Microsystems for medical devices, wearables and
portables

AEMtec GmbH
Germany
James-Franck-Straße 10
12489 Berlin
Phone +49 30 6392 7300
Fax +49 30 6392 7302
info@ AEMtec.com
www.AEMtec.com
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AEMtec, a leading European provider of hybrid
microelectronic and optoelectronic assemblies
develops, qualifies and produces complex micro
and optoelectronic modules through to complete systems for medical applications, such as:
■ Wearables
■ Handhelds
■ Diagnostics
■ Medical Equipment
■ Imaging and Acoustic Systems
■ Laboratory Diagnostics.

Highest Quality and Innovation
AEMtec meets the highest quality assurance
and quality management systems including, ISO
13485, EN 60601 and ISO 14971. In addition,
AEMtec thouroughly understands the high
quality requirements of the Medical industry and
knows how to satisfy these requirements by
100 %. In a cleanroom environment up to Class
100 we are scalable producing prototype
quantities through to high quantity serial
production. AEMtec also places great emphasis
on process development work. Diverse concept
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developments, exact specifications, feasibility
and systematic risk analysis (FMEA) form the
basis for safe and reliable results.

From Wafer to Module assembly
By offering a high standard of technology
equipment (UBM, SBA, Dicing, COB, FC,
SMT, Box-Build) and process services, our
Customers benefit from reduced supply chain
time, risk and cost. Assuming responsibility for
the entire production chain and full product
quality enables potential errors to be more
easily identified and eliminated and production
processes to be adjusted and improved
accordingly. Serving individual needs we use
the latest CAD tools and simulation software
always with an eye on every detail.
Take advantage of our unique portfolio of
services and assembly technologies for your
innovative product. Together let us take advantage of our unique portfolio of services and
assembly technologies for your innovative
medical product.
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Fiber optic components of medical UV-lasers previously only had a
short lifespan. The main reason for that was the so-called solarization.
Fibers featuring a permanent solarization resistance are now available.

Optical Fibers with
Long-term UV-Resistance

Absorption of UV-Light was – at Best – Delayed
so Far
Fiber optic technology previously failed to effectively stop that
technically and economically unsatisfactory aging process. Solarization has been the subject of intense research for quite some time and leading fiber optics manufacturers have repeatedly
tried to develop solarization resistant fibers. Without much in
the way of satisfactory results. One method for effectively containing the absorption of UV-light, the so-called defect passivation, is actually very well known. In the course of that procedure,
the separation of the silicone oxide bonds is countervailed by a
saturation with hydrogen ions in the defect centers. The core of
the optical fiber is thereby charged in a pressure chamber – at
high temperatures and a gas pressure of up to 100 bar – with excess hydrogen atoms (H2) which will provide the required passivating particles later on. The procedure actually blocks the absorption of UV-light, as demonstrated by numerous studies.
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ptical fibers are often crucial for the construction of medical lasers. By permitting to focus the laser beam tightly
and afford flexible guidance, they create ideal conditions
for delicate surgical applications, especially in the areas of ophthalmology and dermatology. Their short lifespan, however, has
so far been a distinct disadvantage. Customary quartz glass fibers
quickly lose much of their transmission quality when exposed to
UV light. Especially the coupling of UV-C-light with wavelengths
of 200 to 280 nm causes a rapid deterioration process. This happens due to a physical dimming effect called solarization. The effect is caused by the separation of silicone oxide bonds within the
quartz glass, which are in turn induced by UV-photons. The separation causes the creation of so-called defect centers, where the
glass absorbs the UV-radiation and gradually darkens in the process. It turns gradually “blind“, until it is no longer capable to
transmit sufficient quantities of light. Since the effect cannot be
reversed, the only option is to change fibers on a regular basis. Depending on the type of laser system, that may involve extensive
technical efforts and can also become expensive if the UV-laser is
used on a frequent basis.

CeramOptec UV NSS fiber

Despite its high degree of efficiency, the defect passivation method has only partially established itself in practice. The darkening effect was initially blocked efficiently. That result was not
maintained permanently, however, since the hydrogen atoms diffused out of the core eventually. As a result, solarization resistance was gradually lost, since it was only possible to achieve a
delay of the darkening process. Some manufacturers therefore
abandoned the defect passivation in favor of an attempt, to reduce the number of defect centers during the drawing process of the
fibers. Since that number cannot be reduced to zero though, even
with that method, solarization remains an issue. Temporary defect passivation actually turned out to be more efficient.

A New Approach
How about, if it were possible to stabilize the defect passivation process? Fiber optics specialist CeramOptec pursued that
question. Based on the idea, to provide a permanent supply of
the saturating hydrogen ions, the biolitec subsidiary was looking for ways to block the gradual ion diffusion. The solution
turned out to be a carbon coating of the fiber jacket, applied
during the drawing process of the fiber. This coating seals the
fiber hermetically at regular application temperatures and only opens to diffusion at temperatures in excess of 150°C. Due
to these particular characteristics of the coating, a stable de-
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The coating technique was applied for the first time in the Optran® UV NSS fiber. It consists of a non-doped quartz glass
core, a fluorine doped quartz glass jacket as well as a high-grade polyimide jacket, which protects the carbon layer against
damages. The jacket features a tensile strength of 70 kpsi (kilo-pound per square inch) and remains stable when used for
mobile applications, without compromising the flexibility of
the fiber. Based on these product characteristics, lab tests established an extraordinary high solarization resistance: after
injection of UV-C-light with a wavelength of 214 nm for more
than 100 minutes, an Optran® UV NSS fiber with a length of
two meters still showed a transmission of 85 percent of the original transmission value, as well as an attenuation of less than
1 dB/m. Long-term observation showed no decline in transmission values either. Neither did they reveal traces of hydrogen diffusion: Variations in the H2-concentration of the quartz
glass remained within the specified error margins during a 13month observation as well and can be ascribed almost certainly to the interaction of the hydrogen ions with the radiation affected defect centers. Claiming long-term solarization resistance is therefore fully justified.

Long Lifespan, Versatile Fiber Designs
The Optran® UV NSS fibers constitute a fiber optic component
which is suitable for all medical UV-laser applications and – for
the first time – feature an extended lifespan. Their application
significantly reduces technical exertions related to changing fibers and leads to a sustained cost reduction. The fibers are available ex-factory with numerical apertures (NA) between 0.12 and
0.28, as well as core-jacket ratios of 1:1.06 up to 1:1.4. Individualized fiber designs can be provided upon request. Which version
is best suited for your
requirements, should
CONTACT
be initially determiCeramOptec GmbH
ned as part of a persoSiemensstr. 44
nal consultation and
D-53121 Bonn
asserted as part of an
Phone +49 228 97 96 70
www.ceramoptec.com
test-run in the fiber lab.
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Magnetic Self-Mating
Connectors
Magnetic connectors of Rosenberger – with selflocating and self-locking function – are ideally suited
for medical and hospital environment applications:
e.g. patient monitoring, communication and nurse
call systems, bedside entertainment and surgical
equipment such as surgical helmets and protection.

Product features
§ Easy and fast connecting
§ High number of mating cycles > 10,000
§ Break-away function prevents damages by
unintended disconnections
§ Shock and vibration proof
§ Current 500 mA up to 40 A
www.rosenberger.com/m&i

MED Devices Operating Systems

PCAP - a Cure for the
Medical Field
T

However, resistive panels offer rather limited touch functionality. Multi-touch operation is easy to incorporate into a PCAP
technology which can be rather challenging in a resistive technology. Moreover, cover glass is not just an additional feature
but rather a vital component of a PCAP stack-up rendering it

PCAP touchscreens are commonplace in industry. In the
medical environment, however,
this technology is still used with
reservations. Resistive and infrared-based touch units are often also in use at present. At the
same time, the advantages of
PCAP solutions - particularly
for medical devices - are abundantly evident.
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he protective cover glass surface of projective capacitive
(PCAP) touch panel not only offer cosmetic advantage in
terms of a more appealing look but also eradicates the
problem of dirt collecting edges found in other touch technologies. Touch technology, such as resistive touch panel; come
with a gap of few millimeters along its perimeter. Cleaning the
touch sensor surface simply result in dirt collecting into the edges. To prevent this, resistive touch panels are sometimes covered with decorative film to create a continuous surface free of
gaps. Adding an extra film to an already functional touch panels
simply accrue to the manufacturing cost and effort. Moreover,
resistive touch panel are prone to durability issues due to the
lack of sturdy surface that make it vulnerable to impacts and
scratches. The silicone or rubber sealants around its edge dissolve in alcohol and other harsh solvents, used frequently as
cleaning agents in medical field. Besides these challenges, resistive touch panels are still prevalent in medicine due to the
ease of operation with gloves and guaranteed reliability under
conducting solvent such as saline water at the surface.
A consistant and easy to clean glass surface is one of the advantages
of the PCAP-Technology

significantly better in scratch and impact resistance. The PCAP
panel is generally front mounted onto a housing making the
complete the touch-display unit impermeable to liquid and resistant to dust. DATA MODUL PCAP products, marketed under
easyTOUCH PCAP solutions, offer not only all the generic advantages of modern PCAP design but also offer operation feasibility with gloves of various thicknesses and materials. Moreover, reliable operation under the influence of different liquid
contaminants on the PCAP surface has been realized. The later
features were, until recently, limited to resistive touch panels.

Fluids – the Big Challenge
When it comes to medical application, the biggest challenge
for a PCAP touch technology is not only ensuring utmost performance with different kinds of gloves but also ensuring optimal performance under the presence of highly conducting solvents or bodily fluids at its surface. These liquids are widespread in medical application in the form of alcohols, saline
water (0.3% to 1% salinity), ultrasound gels, blood and other
bodily fluids. Almost all or most of these fluids are conducting
to a certain extent and hence influence the electrical field
around the PCAP. The un-touched or base capacitance regis-
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tered in the touch
controller would no
longer hold true.
False inputs or
ghost touches are
registered in the
touch
controller
Full operability
due to the interference from an unexpected conducting material at PCAP„s electrical field proximity.
A normal touch event would not be recognized due to this external
interference. However, recent progress in PCAP controller developments has changed the scenario. Previously, this challenge
of ghost touch associated with conducting liquid was avoided by
wiping the solvent across the screen. This reduces the change in
the base capacitance by distributing the field over larger area and
keeping the base value within the error margin. The advances in
PCAP controller, attributed to its improved signal processing algorithms, have made working under droplets of various liquids
possible. The algorithms are able to mask films of water or other
solvents on the user interface and detect them as interference.

Measurement Methods in PCAP Technology

Two types of capacitance exist in a PCAP design, which results
in to main measurement methods. The design consists of a
matrix of X and Y electrodes. A capacitance coupling exists
between these electrodes and also between the individual
electrode and the ground. Mutual-capacitance works by measuring a decrease in capacitive coupling between the X and Y
electrodes by a touch event. This makes the detection of multi
touch events possible. Self-capacitance works by measuring
the increase in capacitive coupling between electrode and the
ground. As the fields of the electrode extend above the cover
glass surface, self-capacitance helps to detect a conducting
object further away from the touch panel - thus a finger covered by a glove is detected. The effect of liquid on the PCAP surface is tricky for each of these sensing mechanisms. When water layer is present, mutual capacitance detects an increase in
capacitive coupling between the electrodes which is not a typical touch event. Self-capacitance detects a more than expected increase in capacitive coupling with ground at a sudden presence of liquid. Signal processing of the raw data from
both of these measurement methods and subsequent analysis
allow for detection of water accumulated on the screen. Allo-

»
www.mo-ka.net

PCAP technology works by measuring the capacitive coupling
or capacitive changes induced in its inherent electrical capa-

citance by an object or stylus. The changes in capacitance are
recorded by an electronic assembly – the touch controller. The
touch controller translates this touch event into an X and Y
coordinate to detect the touch position.

Waterproof.

The EWC shaft coupling and the ECR torque limiter are
made entirely of stainless steel and comply with the strict
hygiene regulations of the food, drug and pharmaceutical
industries. We are happy to advise you!

Clamping elements
Couplings
Made in Germany

Tel. +49 6022 71070
info@enemac.de
www.enemac.org
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ted with nano-silver particles (spray finish or
coatings) to achieve similar antibacterial effects. Other possible direct antibacterial glass
variants include lacquered glass, mirror glass
and laminated glass.
Antibacterial glass is currently most commonly
used in hospitals owing to the strict official requirements for sterile environments and hygiene, since there is a higher possibility of the
growth of harmful microbes in this environment and illnesses can so easily be passed on
to patients, staff and visitors. The demand for
HMI devices in particularly sensitive clinical
departments such as geriatrics, intensive care,
oncology, infant wards, hematology, isolation
rooms, and sterilization room is immense.

Influence of water on the measurement on the PCAP touch

wing glove operation, detecting or following a touch event in
water (touch point tracking) demand intensive controller configuration adjustments. Hence, it is extremely imperative to
work in close collaboration with the end customer to define
and understand the exact touch functionality needs.

No PCAP Without a Glass Surface
Glass is the USER interface for the PCAP technology. The rapid adoption of PCAP technology in several application areas,
particularly medical, has increased the demand in antibacterial glass surfaces with low toxicity taking into consideration
environment, health and safety hazards. Analysts at the market research company Technavio forecast a growth with CAGR
of 7% until 2020 in the global antibacterial glass market.
Antibacterial glass provides a core argument for the use of
PCAP technology in medicine in particular. Antibacterial glass
eliminates 99 percent of the bacteria found on horizontally or
vertically positioned glass owing to the antimicrobial effect of
silver ions incorporated in the glass. The silver ions prevent the
spread of fungi and can be used in environments where strict
hygiene requirements prevail and in areas where bacteria and
fungi are likely to dominate.

The inexorable advancement of PCAP technology in industrial market is hard to miss. Critical
requirements in medical application have also
been the key driver of this progress. Along with
antibacterial surface, anti-reflection (AR) and
anti-fingerprint (AF) surface treatments are widely demanded
cover glass features in medical application. AR surface treatment improves transmission and reduces reflection. AF surface
coating counteracts finger prints. Those additional features offering higher contrast and readability, necessary in medical
imaging.
Touch sensing technology such as haptic, gesture and force
touch technologies, for example, the current DATA MODUL
force touch sensor are among various features that can be
used alongside a PCAP touch sensor to widen the market reach of PCAP applications. Introducing redundant features in a
touch panel, through additional control functions, help establish a secure functionality of the medical device in critical
operating environments such as in emergency room or intensive care unit. The flexibility of a PCAP technology, the constant
developments surpassing barriers and new materials offer endless possibilities to the demanding medical visual solutions. A
cross over to PCAP from resistive technology is anything but a
bitter pill for the medical field.

Author:
Richa Sharma, Product Marketing Manager, Touch,
DATA MODUL AG

DATA MODUL has adopted, Planibel AB, a patented antibacterial glass free of nano particles for its HMI products. This
product from ASAHI has silver ions incorporated into the cover
glass surface through direct diffusion of silver ions into the
glass making any additional coating superfluous. The glass is
consequently extremely low-maintenance, easy to clean and
retains its antibacterial properties even after cleaning with aggressive chemicals. Other conventional float glasses are trea-
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New Materials –
New Applications
The company now employs nearly 3,200 people worldwide.
Assembly centres have been established in 14 of the 35
countries where branches exist, among others, in the US and
China. The company headquarters in Cologne is the largest
site with almost 1500 employees. Ulf Hottung, head of the
medical technology industry, spoke to the editors.

MED: The igus® GmbH produces machine elements made of
high-performance plastics, which are used in the field of movement. The product portfolio includes over 100,000 solutions from stock. How do you ensure the delivery of precisely
what the customer needs?

Ulf Hottung: It is very important to work closely with the customer. This is the only possible way to understand his or her individual technical challenges. Therefore, we also support our
field sales with industry managers who are particularly well
embedded in the respective market and its specific requirements. In this way, we are able to submit specific, concrete
proposals for solutions as to how the „motion plastics“ can be
used to solve the customer's tasks. With our high-performance
plastics for motion, we want to fulfil our „plastics for longer
life“ claim, so that the customer saves cost and improves the
technology (at least one of the two). Be it plain, spherical, ball
or linear bearings or energy chains and cables, individually or
as a system.

quality of the machines has to be ensured without subsequent
maintenance (lubrication).

MED: Plastic is also suitable for the medical technology sector.
One only has to think of disposables. These are well established. At the same time, manufacturers of medical systems are
looking for new options for their systems. Mechanical solutions have to fulfil strict regulations. How do you succeed in
convincing customers of plastics technology?

Ulf Hottung: The innovative power of igus® is reflected in
hundreds of new products and solutions every year. We also
have decades of experience in the field of machine technology. This helps. Ultimately, for example, the movement of an Xray machine does not necessarily differ from the movement of
another machine. The difference is rather to be found in the
number of movements where, compared to a production machine, the medical device performs only a fraction of the movement during its lifetime, but has to function absolutely reliably from day 1. This provides a wide range of potential applications for maintenance-free plastic technologies in the
movement elements or the cable guidance and also in the production of medical products.

MED: Plastic is found in many different areas. Is the use of
plastic a sure-fire seller?

Founded in 1964, igus GmbH
showcases the classic career
of a medium-sized company.
At the start, the company
founder Günther Blase installed an injection moulding machine in a backyard garage in
Cologne to produce customerspecific plastic parts.
®

Ulf Hottung: During vocational training, metallic solutions are
often still in focus and there is then a digression to the „other
materials“ such as technical plastics. Sometimes, designers
use metal bearings because they have always done so. For
igus®, it is therefore important to constantly demonstrate what
high-performance plastics can achieve and offer in terms of
advantages, be it at specialist trade fairs or in-house exhibitions or directly at the customer's premises. A change has been
increasingly taking place, by which in many industrial sectors
plastic products for the motion are becoming the standard rather than the exception, such as in energy supply in machine
tools or on crane systems; places where the importance of robustness and corrosion resistance have long been recognised.
Likewise in vehicle construction, where every gram is valuable, or in food technology, where the best possible cleaning
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MED: Do you have examp-

®

Image: gus GmbH

les?

Ulf Hottung: The manufacturing technology needed for medical products
with high volumes and
complicated, intertwining
manufacturing processes
must be strictly observed
and not interrupted. For
this sector we now have
self-monitoring
energy
Ulf Hottung, Industy Manager Medical, igus® GmbH
chains and cables. With
this technology, which
can also be easily retrofitted in an existing production line, a
wireless module simultaneously monitors several energy
chains and cables for defects and wear, and thus prevents unscheduled downtime.
In general igus® products can be found virtually everywhere in
medical technology. From laboratory equipment to prostheses. Plastic bearings, for example, are likewise required in pipetting machines, the scissor structure of a patient couch, a
hospital bed or even a knee prosthesis.
We modify plastics according to the requirements. The base
polymer material, which has the properties suitable for an application such as temperature and material resistance, is selected from the so-called plastic pyramid. The next step is to
further improve certain properties. Just in the same way as we
have done for our more than 40 iglidur® plain bearing materials, which are already successfully used in many applications.
For example, the antibacterial bearing material iglidur® AB
helps to reduce the germ load in poorly accessible bearing
points. The iglidur® plastics enable maintenance-free sliding
friction due to the addition of fillers and reinforcing materials,
because tiny lubricant chambers are found homogeneously
distributed in the material permanently reducing wear and
friction, and even after contamination or cleaning the lubrication of the bearing point is „automatically renewed“. A decisive advantage: 80% of machine failures worldwide are caused
by a lack of lubrication and inadequate lubrication or by contamination of the lubrication.

customer to quickly calculate and configure his or her product
or system.

MED: What are the technologies focused on at present by
igus®?

Ulf Hottung: An interesting area is low cost automation - also
in medicine. For this we offer the robolink® robot joint kit. The
system allows the individual configuration of a complete system of robot joints. It is thus not only possible to select the individual arm segments to the required lengths, but also the accessories suitable for the particular application. The customer
can request the system directly or order online.
We ourselves use robolink® systems in our energy own chain
assembly. Here, a great deal of manual work is normally required, since, for instance, the interior separation of the
chains is individually designed and assembled. In other places, however, automation is possible. For standard energy
chains, pick & place tasks, the insertion and compression of
the chain links can be automated easily and economically
thanks to robolink®.
Of course, this robot will not become a surgical robot, but it is
conceivable that this robot will assist elderly and sick people
and thus relieve nursing staff. Or that it will be used in the field
of MR diagnostics with slight modifications. There are also
projects in which standard procedures, e.g. the preparation of
surgical equipment for the treatment, can be automated, since the systems are cost-effective and flexible enough to justify
a temporary use and still ensure reliable and efficient workflows.
But even inexpensive lubrication-free and maintenance-free
linear technology modules can easily and cost-effectively implement monotonous standard routines in laboratories, such
as redistribution of liquids, application of nutrient solutions
and so on, that is, manual tasks for which time requirement is
high.

MED: An interesting approach. Thanks for the informative discussion and wish you continued success.
The interview was conducted by Carola Tesche

MED: How do you stand out from the competition?
Ulf Hottung: We strive to find the most cost-effective solution
that works for the customer. To make this possible, we currently house the industry's leading test lab at our Cologne location.
Through the many real tests performed in an area of 2,750
square metres, we gain precise information about the respective product, for example, the service life in different environments. This allows us to provide reliable information and ultimately gives the user the reliability he or she needs. The test
results are incorporated in our online tools. This enables the
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ORDERFOX.com, the Internet of the CNC industry, is the world“s
largest CNC database providing CNC manufacturers and buyers
with new business opportunities. CNC manufacturers can search for and
find both local and global CNC jobs for FREE – buyers can place CNC jobs
on the platform, as well as update and optimise their network of suppliers.
CNC parts for the medical technology industry require the highest level of

Buyers can optimise and simplify their processes and search globally for
new suppliers For buyers, ORDERFOX.com provides a range of contacts to
meet any requirement – from mass producers to highly specialised manufacturing firms with niche expertise. This enables buyers to find highly qualified suppliers both locally and globally, and in doing so, update and optimise their supplier networks decisively. ORDERFOX.com provides buyers
with a wide range of technical features in which they can utilise all of the

THE INTERNET FINDS TOP-LEVEL SUPPLIERS
precision down to the
micron, regardless of
the materials. Buyers
within the medical
technology industry
need CNC manufacturing partners that specialize in specific
technologies and use
the most technologically advanced machines. ORDERFOX.com is a key resource for the medical technology industry,
as the platform not only suggests the proper partners with the right technologies and know-how based on their company profiles, but also provides a
pathway for tendering offers.

advantages of the digital tendering processes. On ORDERFOX.com, tendering is simple, efficient, quick and precise.

Timesaving Features for Tendering
Usability is one of the guiding principles of ORDERFOX.com, and this starts
with simplifying the input of job data. A vast amount of details can be input
through timesaving multiple-choice processes or checkboxes; e.g. materials, technologies, industries, certifications and even GTC. However, the
smart filter tools on ORDERFOX.com take ease of use to the next step. Buyers
can set the geographic range, even varying it from job to job, and filters for
exclusive partners and company blacklists help to refine the target group.
Private mode can also be activated to hide the contact information and
representatives of a company, if a company wishes to remain anonymous on
the platform.
www.orderfox.com

Company Profile

mikrop ag – your supplier
for miniaturized quality optics

MIKROP AG
Switzerland
Industriestrasse 22
9301 Wittenbach
Phone +41 (0) 7 12 92 10 80
info@ mikrop.com
mikrop.com

As a worldwide leader in technology Mikrop
offers high-precision optical systems in the
field of miniaturized medical devices.
Since 35 years, we develop, manufacture and
mount highly complex, miniaturized optical
components and assemblies. Mikrop is one
of only few companies worldwide to manufacture high precision lenses and assemblies
starting at diameters of just 0.30 mm.
Mikrop is the source for Swiss precision
miniature optics serving all high-tech markets. Our lenses, objectives and optics are
amongst the smallest imaging devices in the
world.

Our Products and Services Include
Integrated Complete Solutions: Optical and
mechanical design, production of prototypes,
serial production and assembly
Optical Assemblies: Multi-element assemblies
comprising lenses, prisms and housings,
cemented compact optical groups
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Spherical Lenses: All types
of single lenses, doublets
and triplets, rod lenses,
miniaturized lenses, lenses
with conical edge

Micro Objectives
for CMOS / CCD camera
formats from 1/4” down to
1/18”, custom designed,
with Field-of-Views from
typ. 30° and up to 210°

Micro Camera
Omnivision OV6946 Sensor
New frontiers in miniaturized imaging
– ready assembled camera head
– brilliant high-resolution image
– customizable objective design

For Customers and Applications in
■ Endoscopy
■ Micro lmaging
■ Micro Sensors

■ Medical Engineering
■ Machine Vision
■ Micro Cameras
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Customised Solution
from the Standard Range
S

uitable products and innovative, competent manufacturers are required for this. HASEKE GmbH & Co. KG is
certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 and
DIN EN ISO 13485 and has been the leading manufacturer
and developer of carrier and suspension arms for many years.
The company has an edge of many years in the sector with respect to technology and, with the height-adjustable HMA Lift
1000, HMA Lift 501 and 551, HMA Lift 220, HMA Lift 230,
HMA Lift 150 and HMA Lift 20 carrier arm systems already
offers several, extremely light precision carrier arm systems
with load bearing capacities from 1.5 to 150 kg which are
usually unique in medical technology.
Traditionally, HASEKE not only focuses on “leading edge“
functions and the design, but also on ergonomic aspects in all
areas of application. In many cases, the products of the OEM,
which is well-established in Westphalia, are not visible on the
market, but are integrated into applications by system providers of complex operating rooms or medical equipment developers. Many internationally renowned companies now bet on
quality products from HASEKE when it comes to the topic of
“intelligent movement“. Included in the HASEKE product
portfolio are the HMA Lift 220 and the HMA Lift 230 maintenance-free spring arms for common standard applications.

Continuously adjustable carrier and suspension arms have
long proven indispensable in
many medical areas. They can
be used to optimally position
diagnostic and therapeutic devices as well as control monitors and other medical elements with minimal physical
effort within a remarkable radius of action.

MEDengineering INTERNATIONAL 2018

The carrier arms have to meet all requirements, at all times, with the
highest precision and must be easy to clean.

The HMA Lift 220 has a load-bearing capacity of 1-21 kg and
a vertical stroke of 1174 mm and the HMA Lift 230 has a loadbearing capacity of 23-30 kg and a vertical stroke of 1130
mm, so these models are excellently suited for suspending,
e.g. operating lamps, heat radiators or small monitors and can
be easily integrated into new and existing applications via
standard interfaces.
Newly developed 3-pin 230V/16A rotary connectors with a patent pending are of course, part of the comprehensive range of
accessories. The new feature here is that the connections on
the rotary connector do not require any soldered connections
and can therefore be quickly and easily connected using standardized connection cables.
In order to expand the area of effect, carrier arm systems, such as
ceiling driving carriages, ceiling rail systems with cable management, wall and ceiling connections with internal cabling, central
axes and driving carriages as well as monitor mounts, pre-assembly sets and system pre-cabling can be provided by HASEKE
for all lift systems. Even the installation of hydraulic stem locking
systems or electromagnetic “one touch“ brakes or a special coating on the carrier arm components for hygienic areas are included in the systems delivered by HASEKE every day.
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using standard products from HASEKE. This means there are
no cost-intensive special solutions and long delivery times without you having to forgo the comfort of customer-specific
paint or coatings.

Images: Haseke GmbH & Co. KG

Of course, in addition to the standard range, customised special solutions tailored to the customer can be created not only
with respect to the various system lengths of the components,
but also a wide variety of special solutions, e.g. in the area of
load-bearing capacity, the stroke range or connection to customer-specific devices. To this end, HASEKE also continues to
stay in competition with disproportionately large R&D departments in Porta Westfalica.

Responsible for the power supply in the lift: 360° rotary connector
with solder-free quick-release connection, patent pending

But HASEKE not only offers the optimum solutions for wall
and ceiling-supported systems. The quality products from HASEKE are also installed in medical equipment such as microscopes, ultrasound and sono-graphy equipment, dental chairs
and much more. Whenever ergonomics and the easy positioning of loads in open spaces without tiring is important.

The managing partner of HASEKE, Dipl.-Ing. Uwe Kunitschke,
is already looking beyond the present: “Like with all modern
technologies, we are far from reaching the end of the development line. Our mission is to recognise early on what components will be needed
in the future and to
CONTACT
have the corresponHASEKE GmbH & Co. KG
ding products ready
Sandtrift1
for delivery when the
D-32457 Porta Westfalica
first customer asks
Phone +49 5731 760 70
www.haseke.de
for them“.

The HMA Lift 150 rotating lift was developed for navigation
cameras in the field of implant surgery. This is the first carrier
offered on the market that can move a device on a vertical arc
without having to compensate for the mass of the up to 10 kg
suspended component with a counterweight. Due to the HASEKE module system, the different series can be configured
and combined to depict nearly any medical application case

Proportional
Flow Control Valve
for Pneumatics

• 2 ways normally closed (NC)
• Proportional characteristic current – ﬂow
• Pressure range: 0-8 bar
• Overload pressure: 16 bar
• Flow: depending on size up to 200l/min
• For oxygen and neutral gases
• High switching life time
• Short actuating time
• FDA compliant

Female connector
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D-87700 Memmingen ● Tel.: +49 8331 10 40 ● Mail: info@Magnet-Schultz.com
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A gait laboratory was established - the first of its kind worldwide to use
its image-based system. This technology allows experts to diagnose
gait disorders more quickly and easily and to plan better treatment.

Walk Well
T

he system was designed by the company Simi Reality
Motion Systems GmbH, based in Unterschleißheim,
which has more than 20 years' experience with systems
for movement and behaviour analysis and occupies a leading
position in this field. The video footage for analysis is captured
by high-speed cameras manufactured by MATRIX VISION in
Oppenweiler.

Innovative diagnostics enables more individualized therapies

The laboratory is impressive. As soon as you step foot in the
room, you notice the bright halogen spotlights in every corner,
illuminating a marked walkway. Patients pace up and down
the 15 m-long track with special markers attached to various
points on their bodies. At the same time, a screen allows you to
watch as curves and graphs take shape in a diagram: the patients' body axes are simulated in real time in a three-dimensional reconstruction. In addition, eight high-speed cameras record the patients from the side, in front and behind. The footage is shown on the screen. It is then used at a later treatment
stage to provide assistance in accurately tailoring the treatment to the patients - whether during the planning stage in the
outpatient department, directly in the operating theatre during a potential operation or when producing custom-fit aids in
the hospital's internal orthopaedic workshop.
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Advantages of the Image-Based System
The image-based system lends the new gait lab a special advantage in comparison with traditional infrared-based systems. Infrared-based technologies only measure the coordinates of the markers and reconstruct a schematic 3D model
using the data they obtain. To achieve a good result, you need
a high number of markers. For many patients, especially children or patients with Parkinson's, the lengthy process of attaching the markers can be very straining.
The image-based process, on the other hand, also shows the
gait pattern of the patient in real time, as it uses high-speed
cameras as well as artificial 3D reconstruction. In addition to
using individual (and far fewer) markers in comparison with
infrared-based systems, the image-based process also makes
it possible to perform a markerless gait analysis using a method known as silhouette tracking. This means that there is no
longer a need to attach markers, making the gait analysis procedure altogether quicker and easier to carry out. While the
human eye is limited to around 20 images per second, the
high-speed cameras capture many times that number. This allows experienced orthopaedists to identify causes and effects
of a gait disorder even if clinical investigations do not allow
them to draw sufficient conclusions. Although the amount of
data collected by the HD cameras is enormous, it is possible to
save this data and use it in a day-to-day clinical setting, as storage options have now become quicker and less expensive.

Consideration when Selecting a Camera
Simi already had concrete ideas for the camera during the development stage. They decided that the camera needed to be
as robust as it was handy with resolution of at least 1920 x
1080 pixels and full HD capability. As the planned length of
the walkway was at least 15 m, distances of at least 7.5 m between the analysis PC and the cameras would need to be overcome, if the analysis PC were to be placed in the centre. Given
that, when using USB 3.0-based solutions, interference-free
transfer can only be guaranteed if using cables of less than 4
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Simple Integration and Excellent Image Quality

The work screen shows the individual walking picture

m long, Simi took the decision to deploy a network-based solution. However, it was noted that, when using eight Gigabit
Ethernet HD cameras, the net bandwidth of approximately
120 MB/s available for Gigabit Ethernet would soon be exceeded: 8 x 1920 x 1080 x 30 (images per second) x 8 (bit image
data) = approx. 500 MB/s. Simi considered that this problem
could be solved by bundling the Gigabit Ethernet cabling with
sufficient image storage buffer in one camera and found the
right solution in the mvBlueCOUGAR-XD range from MATRIX
VISION. The XD range consists of Dual-GigE cameras which
can bundle two Gigabit Ethernet cables into one via link aggregation and therefore provide net bandwidth of approximately
340 MB/s. In addition, the cameras offer image memory of
256 MB which, when configured correctly, compensates for
the lacking bandwidth.
There was then only the right model left to find. As, on the one
hand, CCD sensors are too expensive, and, on the other, they
are set to be phased out of production by 2025 at the latest, a
CMOS sensor was needed. Additionally, a global shutter was of
course required due to the movement in the image. The MATRIX VISION portfolio presented us with the solution: the
mvBlueCOUGAR-XD104dC, which uses the Pregius Sensor
IMX174, manufactured by Sony. With a resolution of 1936 x
1216 pixels, this supports full HD, has a maximum refresh rate of 105 Hz and is a global shutter sensor.

Simi was impressed by the Sony sensor. It sets new standards
in the fields of dynamics, speed, quantum efficiency and noise, and showed excellent results. Integrating the camera and
establishing the network were completed quickly, confirming
Simi's decision to use the MATRIX VISION camera. And it
doesn't stop there: the doctors on site are also impressed with
the new lab. Using movement analysis, treatments can be further refined and matched more accurately to the patients. For
example, a monitor in the operating theatre allows the doctors
to see the gait pattern once more before performing surgery.
The orthopaedic workshop can make its aids more individualised to more accurately meet the needs of the patients and
the gait pattern can even be transferred into the outpatient department. What's more, it is also possible to assess the success of a treatment more independently afterwards and monitor that success in the long term. Better than what would be
possible with the human eye.

Conclusion
Whether it's dental cameras, endoscopes or cameras to be
used in ophthalmology or dermatology, industrial cameras are
now an integral part of many areas of medicine. They make it
possible to carry out remote diagnoses and robot-assisted surgeries, they document diagnoses and make things visible that
would otherwise have remained hidden. Many doctors are grateful for the new opportunities offered by a digital eye. Yet this
image-based system does not just come in useful in orthopaedics; in sport, movement analysis also has the potential to extract those decisive milliseconds by optimising your movements. In a year that has seen the Rio Olympics and the many
recent doping scandals, it is nice to know that there are also
normal ways and means of improving times, distances and
heights in sport. It's just a case of actually putting this technology to use.

Author:
Ulli Lansche, Dipl.-Inform. (FH),
Technical Editor at MATRIX VISION, Oppenweiler, Germany
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MATRIX VISION GmbH
Talstr. 16
D-71570 Oppenweiler
Phone +49 7191 943 20
www.matrix-vision.de

Various measurement- and picture-data support the analysis
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Robotics is Changing
Medicine
E

Images: TQ Group

ven in demanding fields such as surgery, the technological enhancement of medical technology is providing
previously unforeseen possibilities. Since the famous
surgeon Christiaan Barnard and his team performed the first
heart transplant in 1967 using scalpels and simple, manually
controlled instruments, medicine has undergone an enormous paradigm shift. Robots, robot-assisted systems and mechatronic devices have been in use for some time already. The
surgeon controls the instruments in the body of the patient at
a separate console without having to work directly at the operating table for the entire operation, often in positions that
lead to fatigue. In addition, today’s medical technology can
help people with impaired motion regain their complete
health and even increase the mobility and independence of
those with irreversible handicaps. Here, high-performance
drive technology forms the basis of efficient medical devices.

Design and Construction
New technologies are revolutionizing medicine. They present
patients, doctors, clinics and companies with new possibilities. At the same time, however, the complexity of modern medical systems is increasing constantly, presenting the developers of medical equipment with new challenges. To master
this increasing complexity and allow medical technology manufacturers to focus on their core competencies, systems are

By developing new personalized therapy methods, it is possible to make great strides in
the progress of modern medicine. Intensive research in genetics and further development
of the tools and technologies
have allowed genetic information to be sequenced and decoded at an extremely high rate.
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ServoKits and built-in motors like these from RoboDrive provide maximum design freedom for structurally integrated drive technology
with their variable concept.

increasingly being broken down into self-contained subsystems. It is here that drive systems often form the heart of automated medical technology. The interaction between all the individual components is crucial for smooth integration into the
system.
During the planning phase, getting proper support from a drive
manufacturer with comprehensive experience in the areas of
robotics and medical technology and with a wide product range can reduce not just the development time but also the manufacturing costs of medical devices by several factors. It is
also advantageous if the drive manufacturer takes over the
system responsibility for the drive system and complies with
the applicable medical technology specifications and the appropriate national regulations. The needs and requirements
could scarcely be more varied. For this reason, selecting the
right drive manufacturer is a crucial factor for success.

Diverse Requirements Because of the Different
Fields of Application
If we take a closer look at various medical devices, it quickly
becomes obvious that drive systems tailored to the application
represent the most important component of the overall system. Also, the demands placed on the drive systems are extre-
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pes of laboratory equipment. Over this range, different and
special demands are made of the drive systems used in each
case. However, maximum reliability, safe operation, a wide dynamic range and precision are becoming more and more important. Due to the limited installation space, micro-drive systems are playing an ever bigger role in medical technology. Primarily the high-performance DC servomotors with unrivaled
torque density, high overload capability and a small installation length, which are a distinct advantage in a number of robotic applications, must be given a much closer look.

Practical Examples

The lightweight safety brakes with a hollow shaft are distinguished by
a close braking torque tolerance, low heat generation and fail-safe
operation.

Minimally invasive operations have been on the rise since the
90s. In these surgeries, which are less painful for the patient,
instruments and endoscopes reach the area of the operation
by way of a small point of entry. This is achieved without having to open the body of the patient using extended cuts as is
the case in conventional operations. With this new technique,
greater injuries to the skin, the surrounding tissue and organs
can be avoided, reducing the recovery time of the patient substantially.

mely high and very diverse. Medical technology is a broad
field. It extends from surgical instruments, mobile devices
that can be operated by the patient, diagnostic tools, to all ty-

From the very beginning until today, the areas of application for
minimally invasive surgery have developed at a rapid pace because of the engineering advancements in medical technology.
Company Profile

Cicor – Your technology partner

Cicor Group
Switzerland
Gebenloostrasse 15
9552 Bronschhofen
info@ cicor.com
www.cicor.com
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Cicor is a global engineering and manufacturing partner with innovative technology
solutions for the electronics industry. With
about 1,900 employees at ten production
sites, Cicor manufactures highly complex
printed circuit boards, hybrid circuits and
3D-MID solutions and offers complete
electronic assembly and plastic injection
molding. The Group supplies customized
solutions from design to finished product for
international customers.

Customized solutions
Cicor works together with its customers to
develop innovative products and offers
solutions that meet the needs of the market,
reflect the latest trends and convince
through their application. Cicor’s broad
portfolio of innovative technologies, services
and global production capacities offers the
right solution for even the most demanding
requirements, such as high-tech and highreliability applications. Thanks to the focus
on consistent quality and maximum trace-
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ability, rapid prototyping, flexible choice of
materials, miniaturization and realization of
potential savings as well as the development
and assembly services, Cicor is a partner
that is able to meet the requirements of
medical technology using new ideas and
cutting-edge solutions. Cicor supports its
customers starting in the planning stage,
guaranteeing the ideal outsourcing solution,
tailored to the customer‘s specific needs.
Cicor is a partner over the entire product
lifecycle, from product development through
series production to after-sales service.
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In the beginning, the instruments were still controlled by hand
and the movements during the operation were reflected inside
the body of the patient by a pivoting mechanism at the point of
entry. To internalize the sequences of motions, the surgeons
require several years of training. Today, a robot controls the instruments, easing the load on the surgeon and considerably
reducing the training time. The surgeon can perform the operation without stress at a console equipped with 3-D vision.
Even now, robot-based systems make demanding operations
possible, for example in urology, neurology and orthopedic
surgery, in a minimally invasive manner. Concepts for future
surgical robot systems go even further. The cyclic movements
of the heart or of the respiratory tract will be captured using

Absolute magnetic multi-turn encoders with hollow shaft deliver absolute position data with high resolution to efficiently control servomotors with high precision.

camera systems and offset by the robot arms so that it will be
possible to perform bypass operations on a beating heart. Systems that are to make such revolutionary operational procedures possible require high-performance, real-time data processing and high-precision, dynamic but also sensitive drive systems. The required precision and dynamic range are made
possible by the perfect interaction of optical and magnetic position sensors with sensitive torque sensors, servo inverters with
a very high sampling rate and control accuracy allowing rapid
disturbance suppression, and high-torque servomotors with
backlash-free gearboxes. Every robotic axis in medical technology also has a safety brake to ensure the necessary safety even
if the power supply fails. Ideally, all these components must be
integrated in a compact way into a joint. Built-in servomotors
that can be integrated structurally, known as ServoKits, and the
components matched to them geometrically provide the necessary compact design of the highly integrated axes. Surgical robots are also usually chained multi-axis systems to allow the necessary degrees of freedom for the movements during the operation. For this reason, light-weight drive systems with a hollow
shaft, used to route the necessary cables and media to the instrument, are especially suitable.

tensive care unit are providing new options for doctors, therapists and patients. The recently developed robot-based „Very
Early Mobilization“ (VEM) therapy is an example of this development effort. Using specially equipped intensive care
beds, a badly injured patient can be raised vertically in bed
while staying in the intensive care unit and gait training can
start. This early mobilization has positive effects not just on
the scope of the rehabilitation effort and its duration. Raising
the patient to the vertical position and moving also train the
cardiovascular function and the digestive tract. To develop
such robotic systems, high-torque drive axes and systems are
used and they comply with medical technology requirements
and rules. Using finished standard solutions considerably reduces the development time to market.
During post-clinical rehabilitation for treating impaired motion such as that following strokes or traumatic partial paraplegia, electromechanical exoskeletons have been used for some
time. These are external support structures for the upper and
lower extremities with powered joints. The exoskeletons are
worn by the patient on the body and support the movements of
the wearer or perform specific therapeutic movements. They
make it possible for people with limited mobility to stand up,
run or climb stairs again. Both the battery-operated mobile
systems and the systems used therapeutically contain the
powerful servomotors that run on a low voltage of between 24
and 48 V that is not dangerous. The drive systems need to provide, first and foremost, short axial installation lengths and
low weight to provide good wearing comfort for the exoskeleton. In spite of this, an extreme torque response from a dead
stop is required as are high speeds of motion. The properties
required can be quantified using the physical properties of torque density and power density. These properties are achieved
by means of an excellent copper fill factor.
When developing medical devices, specifications, requirements,
boundary conditions, general conditions and safety regulations
must be obeyed. In addition, for many applications, keeping the
time required for development and approval as short as possible
is crucial for the commercial success of the products. Drive manufacturers can, as the system supplier, provide the basis for surgical or therapeutic devices.

Author:
Yvonne Fischer, Key Account Drive Technology
TQ-Group

CONTACT
TQ-Systems GmbH
Mühlstraße 2
D-82229 Seefeld
Phone +49 8153 930 80

Following a successful operation, the goal in modern medicine is to start mobilization of the patient as early as possible.
Even here, robotic systems that can be used as early as the in-
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Film Capacitors for HighVoltage Applications
F

Instead of connecting single windings, film capacitors offer
another, more elegant method of connecting the capacitors in
series: A special type of metal coating makes it possible to
create a series connection directly on the film. Narrow metal
strips are vapour-deposited on the film in longitudinal direction, with free strips in between as insulation. This creates several capacitances, which are connected in series. In this case,
each single capacitance – i.e. each metal strip – must withstand only part of the total voltage. If a film is wide enough,

Images: FTCAP GmbH

ilm capacitors are manufactured from plastic films that
are coated on one side with a thin metal layer. The dielectric strength depends on the thickness of the film
that is used – for higher voltages, thick films must be used as
the dielectric. The upper limit for a simple film capacitor is reached at a voltage of about 2.5 kV. If capacities for higher voltages are needed, several capacitors can be connected in series. The voltage is then divided and each single capacitor is
exposed only to a fraction of the total load. To save the user the
work of assembling and connecting several single components, it is possible to combine several capacitor windings in
one housing. As opposed to electrolytic capacitors, film capacitors connected in series require no additional balancing resistors. This makes it possible to achieve high voltages without
the disadvantage of additional losses.

Because requirements vary widely, FTCAP adapts the high-voltage capacitors to the respective applications as needed

FTCAP can implement more than 15 series connections within
one winding. It is therefore possible to manufacture single
windings that are suitable for voltages of more than 40 kV.

Production with the Aid of Innovative Technologies

High-voltage capacitors are
available for voltages of more
than 120 kV DC, which makes
them ideal for use in medical
devices, high-voltage power
supply units, or even body
scanners for building security.
The product spectrum offered
by FTCAP includes numerous
versions with different housing
forms and connection technology, including radial designs
with wire and solder lugs.

www.med-eng.de

The production of high-voltage capacitors involves various
challenges, which FTCAP overcomes with the aid of special
systems and technologies. The Husum-based capacitor specialist invested in a specially designed potting system for this
purpose. The goal is to achieve especially high-quality and homogeneous insulation with a newly developed vacuum potting
technology in order to minimise partial discharges. For this
purpose, a special potting material for high-voltage capacitors
was first subjected to thin-film degassing at 10 mbar. This is
necessary, because every air bubble in the capacitor can cause
partial discharges. Afterwards, the capacitors are filled with
the potting material under vacuum. FTCAP can also use this
innovative potting system for potting segments. This technology minimises air inclusions and enables optimal filling of the
housing. Another advantage of the custom system: It is very
flexible and can also be used for small volumes, which makes
it ideal for the production of custom-tailored solutions of different sizes.
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High-voltage capacitors are available for voltages of more than 120 kV DC, which makes them ideal for use in medical devices

Because FTCAP always strives to convince its customers all along
the line, each single high-voltage capacitor is subjected to extensive tests and measurements for quality assurance prior to delivery. This likewise requires special equipment: Due to the broad
product spectrum, the measuring equipment must also be very
flexible; for example, it must be able to accommodate the special
forms of high-voltage capacitors. To prevent stray currents during
the measuring process, FTCAP conducts the measurements only
in air-conditioned rooms with low relative humidity.

The product spectrum offered by FTCAP includes numerous versions
of high-voltage capacitors with different housing forms and connection technology, including radial designs

tage cascades in X-ray machines or CT scanners to guarantee
good radiation characteristics. They can also perform the same function in body scanners for building security. In addition, the solutions are also used to good effect in high-voltage
power supply units that are needed in research or for generating magnetic fields. Accordingly, FTCAP’s customers also
include numerous technical schools and universities.
The requirements vary widely due to the diversity of possible
applications. That is why FTCAP adapts the capacitors to the
respective applications as needed: For example, the edge
steepness (dU/dt) can be changed on an individual basis. In
addition, capacitors can be manufactured in diverse versions
to facilitate integration in existing installation spaces. The
housings are manufactured at the FTCAP factory in Husum;
custom designs are no problem. And that applies not only to
high-voltage capacitors: FTCAP is always the right partner for
capacitors for special applications in small and medium-sized
quantities. The Husum-based company is one of the last enterprises to manufacture all of its products in Germany – customers benefit from higher flexibility, optimal quality and
smooth coordination processes.
CONTACT
FTCAP GmbH
Jens Heitmann
Carl-Benz-Str. 1
D-25813 Husum
Phone +49 4841 89 57 11
www.ftcap.de

Individually Adaptable
Film capacitors for high-voltage applications:are also used in
medical technology: They generate high voltages in high-vol-
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Peltier elements enable reliable cooling and temperature setting
of measuring devices and materials

Cool Samples and Ice-Cold
Measurement Technology
A

nalytic sensors and measurement systems are getting
more and more efficient – but at the same time increasingly susceptible. Especially heat, no matter wether
derived from power loss or from the surroundings, may not only
disturb the sensitive systems, but can also alter samples and
distort measuring results.
Sensor expert Eureca Messtechnik GmbH develops custom
cooling systems that are perfectly suitable for assembly into
small and sensitive areas such as measuring devices. Peltier
elements used for this are scarcely space-consuming and do
not contain moving parts, which makes them durable and lowmaintenance. Compared to compressors, there is no danger of
coolant leaks or defects due to wear. To ensure optimal cooling
power, the elements are sized and tailored according to the
specific application. A simulation software, developed inhouse, provides data for optimized systems.
A variety of problems in analytic processes arise from the temperature dependence of the semiconductors in the measuring
devices themselves and from the temperature sensitivity of

the samples to be measured which can undergo unwanted
changes by heating up during measurement.
In case highly precise measurement results are required, a reliable cooling is indispensible. However, this is not easily accomplished by conventional means. Although low-vibration
high-power cooling compressors are available, their sheer size
often makes them unsuitable for the cooling of measurement
systems. Peltier elements are an ideal substitute, since cooling is based on a thermoelectric effect, that needs neither
pressure nor cooling agents. The component works as a heat
pump which enables a controlled heat transfer.

Adjusted Cooling Elements Save Space and
Costs
Peltier elements basically consist of differently doted bismuth
telluride blocks that are soldered between ceramic plates making these parts compact and flat. The service life of these elements can be thirty years and even longer, while maintaining
nearly all of their performance.

»
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In order to determine the dimensions of a suitable peltier element
with regards to cooling temperature, cooling power and the respective
conditions of the surroundings, Eureca has developed a simulation
software that describes heat flows
in various configurations and conditions. This leads to a physically based selection of suitable components and reduces unnecessary triThe function is based on the peltier effect that occurs between reciprocally connected semiconductors with different thermal forces. If this setup is connected to the power supply, electrons migrate
al-and-error loops that are often
into the energetically higher conduction band, absorbing energy, which cools down the surrounused for approaching a suitable sodings. On the other side, this procedure occurs inversely and heat is emitted.
lution. According to the simulated
values, specific characteristics of
the peltier elements are determined.
The elements can be produced in various sizes and cooling
performances so that there is a part for nearly every application available or can be developed easily. „Depending on the
specific requirements, such developments pay off at rather
small numbers, such as 1,000 elements“, says Ina Sengebusch, consultant for thermal management at Eureca.
A very common adjustment of the elements is the sealing of
the gap between the ceramic plates with silicone, polyurethane or epoxide to protect them against moisture and to guarantee performance stability. „This is important for applications
at normal air humidity and room temperature, otherwise the
condensing water could spoil performance as well as service
life“, Sengebusch says. In addition, custom as well as standard elements can be equipped with wires and connectors to
ensure an easy assembly into measuring devices. Furthermore, Eureca offers laser engraving of the designation type or performance values, so every part, even uncommon configurations, can easily and permanently be identified.

Optionally Eureca also manufactures complete cooling modules. In
this way, a smooth cooperation of its components and a reliable heat
transfer from the sensor or sample to the heat sink can be accomplished.

Based on this, a suitable element can either be selected from
the broad variety of standard types or a custom development can
be decided on, which can easily be started using the simulated
values. For the production, Eureca cooperates with several international manufacturers that provide all cost and quality levels
from low-cost to high-end. The range of standard sizes is from
4.3 x 4.3 mm, which can for example be used for single sensors,
up to high-performance elements with sizes up to 62 x 62 mm.

Maintenance-free cooling in small spaces: peltier elements enable
defined temperature control of samples and measuring devices and
thus enhance analysis quality.
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Using single elements, cooling powers up to 450 Watt and more can be achieved. For higher cooling power, parallel use of
multiple elements is common practice. Moreover, multistage
elements are available for low-temperature applications,
which provide temperature differences between the hot and
the cold side of up to above 130 Kelvin.
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Adjustments up to the
Level of Custom Designs,
Based on Simulations

MED Electronic Measurement Technology
ent heat conduction between the sample or the sensor and the
heat sink or water cooling is achieved. To accomplish the required temperature, Eureca also selects appropriate power
supplies, temperature sensors and controllers and also assembles cooling modules from prototypes or single parts, up
to serial production.
What the setup looks like for a specific application is decided
due to the results of the simulations and in in-depth discussions with the customer. This ensures technical feasibility as
well as quality demands and return on investment. Eureca is
widely experienced with an abundance of projects in various
industrial fields, so solutions can be provided for nearly every
application.
The supplier also labels peltier elements with durable laser engraving,
e.g. with barcodes or power values. Wire ends can be equipped with
connectors and subassemblies can easily be mounted.

CONTACT

Complete Assemblies Achieve High Reliabilty

EURECA MESSTECHNIK GMBH
Eupener Straße 150
D-50933 Köln
Phone +49 221 952 62 90

Besides the selection or the design of peltier elements, Eureca
also determines all other components that are necessary for
the smooth operation of the peltier elements, such as heat
sinks, fans, if applicable, water coolings as well as heat conductive products e.g. glues, pads or pastes. In this way, effici-

www.eureca.de

Company Profile
Ocean Optics combines system design,
integration capabilities and applications
knowledge to help people solve problems
using light measurement. We offer a suite of
modular spectroscopy products, multispectral
sensing solutions and software development
for diverse applications in industrial settings,
research and science, applied biotechnology
and life sciences, and medical diagnostics.

OCEAN OPTICS
The Netherlands
Geograaf 24
6921 EW Duiven
Phone +31 26 319-0500
info@ oceanoptics.com
www.OceanOptics.com

Ocean Optics products can be used for
single-setup research applications and for
embedding into OEM devices. Our products
can be sourced at the component, subassembly or system level, depending on the
user’s needs and the stage of product development. Also, Ocean Optics products are
scalable, enabling us to provide customized
solutions with mass production efficiencies.
Ocean Optics offers an array of optical engineering and application support, from optical
design and software engineering to rapid
prototyping and feasibility testing. Our engineering team works closely with product
developers to ensure a seamless transition
from development to launch, and has significant experience in helping to implement
systems for the medical device industry.
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ISO 9001 : 2008 certification, compliance with
RoHS requirements and support for industry-specific requirements such as FDA, UL and
CE approval help ensure quality and reliability.
Among our latest biomedical innovations is a
multispectral sensor for point of care molecular diagnostics. This highly integrated multispectral sensor reduces the complexity,
footprint, and cost of OEM bioengineering
instrumentation significantly. For example, in
contrast to the full spectrum acquired by a
spectrometer, a multispectral sensor collects
data only at the wavelength bands of most
interest to the application. By integrating
filtering and detection into monolithic elements
in an array of up to 8 channels, the breakthrough PixelSensor™ multispectral sensor
offers even greater multispectral detection
efficiency in an ultra-compact package.
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Power Supply Management of GaN MMIC Power Amplifiers for
Pulsed Radar

Management of GaN
MMIC Power Amplifiers
S

ystems that incorporate highly integrated and highly
sophisticated, high power radio frequency (RF) GaN
power amplifiers (PAs), such as pulsed radar applications, are a constant challenge for today’s digital control and
management systems to keep up with these ever-increasing
levels of sophistication. To compete in this market, today’s
control systems must be extremely flexible, reusable, and easily adaptable to various RF amplifier architectures that can
be tailored to meet the needs of the customer.
These complex management systems require innovative compensation algorithms, built-in-test (BIT) features, local and
remote communication interfaces, monitoring of critical system performance parameters and environmental conditions,
and system fault protection. The increased complexity of these systems is driven by the demand for higher power from semiconductor-based RF systems.

detection, and provide amplifier system monitoring and protection, electronics can be implemented using reprogrammable
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and/or microcontrollers. The reprogrammable solution provides the flexibility required for today’s development of advanced RF amplifier subsystems. The reprogrammability minimizes the risks of circuit
board redesign and schedule delays due to design errors.
These amplifier systems have similar, but different, requirements that are application dependent. The digital control
electronics architecture is tailored to fit the application requirements and typically consists of:

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Digital controller
Nonvolatile memory
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
Digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
Digital input/output (I/O)
DC power conditioning
Communication interfaces
Various analog sensors

These high power systems create a tremendous amount of heat,
which has an impact on amplifier performance and mean times
between failure (MTBF). The RF amplifier MMICs required for
these systems are expensive, high power devices. As a result,
customers want to monitor the performance and temperature of
the GaN PA-based systems in real-time. This allows for detection of impending problems in advance of damage so they can
take the necessary actions to prevent it. With proper control
electronics design, implementations can be extremely flexible
and can be utilized with any RF amplifier architecture. The digital electronics can be tailored to the needs of the customer.
The digital design can include built-in protection logic to disable the GaN RF amplifiers as damage thresholds are approached.

Reuse of hardware and software is key to being able to develop
design variants quickly and efficiently. These features reduce
the time for factory test and calibration, and provide an important diagnostic tool that aids in the debug of system problems.
The majority of control systems for ADI RF amplifiers have utilized FPGAs. These devices are highly versatile and can include internal soft core or embedded processors. FPGAs can implement multiple parallel functions that can all operate simultaneously and independently.

These key features play a critical role in the need to optimize the
RF performance over wide bandwidths and temperatures. They
facilitate high levels of testability, maintainability, ease of system integration, and calibration—thus providing a technological differentiation. Today’s semiconductor RF amplifiers continue to increase in complexity and output power. In order to optimize performance, manage power sequencing, provide fault

Therefore the FPGA has the ability to rapidly react to commands
and critical circuit conditions to protect the RF electronics. Logic functions and algorithms are typically implemented in a
hardware description language (HDL) such as Verilog or VHDL.
Execution of logic functions are controlled by state-machine logic within the FPGA. A state-machine controls the sequence of
operations performed based on the input and output conditions.
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on, or report status via the control interface to a computer. The
FPGA can manage overall system power dissipation by shutting
down circuitry that is not actively being used (standby mode).

Figure 1. Typical GaN PA control system.

Optimization of amplifier performance: In order to optimize
amplifier performance, the gate voltage must be set to achieve
the amplifier specified power supply current in the data sheet.
The gate voltage is adjusted with a DAC while monitoring the
power amplifier’s power supply current using an ADC. These features provide the ability to rapidly calibrate the RF amplifier gate
voltage without the need to probe or modify the RF electronics.
Enhanced power sequencing, power management, power supply monitoring: The FPGA design can be implemented to sequence voltage regulators and RF amplifiers to minimize power-up current, and monitor and detect amplifier and power supply faults. The FPGA can take protective action by shutting
down system components based on detection of a fault conditi-

Temperature monitoring, thermal management: Temperature is
a critical factor for RF performance in high power amplifier systems. Having the provision to monitor temperature allows the
FPGA to implement algorithms that compensate amplifiers over
temperature. Also, with temperature monitoring, the FPGA can
be used to control cooling systems such as fan speed in order to
minimize performance degradation. The logic can detect potentially damaging thermal conditions and take appropriate actions.
Digital and analog I/O: The FPGA can control RF switches,
phase shifters, digital attenuators, and voltage variable attenuators (analog attenuators). Almost any analog sensor signal
can be interfaced to the FPGA using ADCs. As long as the information of interest can be put into a digital format and connected to the FPGA, the information or signal of interest can
be monitored and/or applied to an algorithm for processing.
Control, computer interfaces, graphic user interface (GUI):
These are perhaps the most important aspects of the management system, as they provide easy access to all of the control,
sensor, and diagnostic data available from the amplifier system.
A GUI can be developed to format all of the control and status
Company Profile

Edmund Optics –
From Design to Prototype to Volume Production

Edmund Optics
GmbH
Germany
Isaac-Fulda-Allee 5
55124 Mainz
Phone +49 (0)6131 5700-0
Fax +49 (0)6131 21723-06
sales@ edmundoptics.de
www.edmundoptics.de

• US based company with global locations
for manufacturing, sales- and distribution
• More than 75 years successful company
history
• World’s largest inventory of optical components with more than 30.100 products
in stock
• Manufacturing capabilities: prototyping,
customized production, modifications with
quick turnaround, serial production
• 20.000 stock product available for quick
modifications
• Trustful partner for various industries,
institutions, institutes, and universities
• EO offers numerous optical components
enabling life science devices and treatment
methods

manufacturing facilities in the US, Asia and
Europe and sales representatives around the
globe. With a portfolio of more than 30.100
products, EO has the world’s largest inventory
of optical components for immediate delivery
and offers products, standard or customized,
in small quantities but also in volume for
various industries. With a global team of
experts in optical design and manufacturing,
EO is ready to support your next project – from
prototyping all the way to serial production. You
can reach us via phone +49 (0)6131 5700-0
or by email sales@edmundoptics.eu. Please
also ask for our latest catalog, we are happy to
send it to you, just contact us!

We Design I We Manufacture I We Deliver
Edmund Optics® (EO) is a leading global
manufacturer and distributor of precision
optics, optical assemblies and imaging components with headquarters in the USA and
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be complicated by the requirement that the gate voltage must be
precise and well controlled to optimize the RF performance.
MMIC characterization data is typically performed at a single static gate bias condition—where the MMIC performance is best.
The MMICs are typically not characterized for pulsed operation.
Some MMICs have exhibited instabilities when the gate voltages
switch the MMIC between the pinch-off state and the on state.

information into an easy to use human interface. Software
scripts may be developed to facilitate extremely high production test coverage, calibration, and failure analysis throughout
system integration and final tests. Test data can be written to
computer files or read from computer files, and calibration data can be stored into NVRAM for use during run-time as variables to compensation algorithms. Beyond factory use, this
powerful interface tool can be utilized in the field to monitor
system health, determine system root cause failures, and provide easy field upgrades of control software. Variants of this interface can lend themselves easily to Internet of Things (IoT)
applications, helping to bring intelligence to the edge.
GaN RF power amplifiers are used in both continuous wave
(CW) mode and pulsed mode applications. Pulsed operation is
more challenging from a control standpoint, so it is the focus
of this discussion. Pulsed RF may be utilized for communications, medical, and radar applications, to name a few.
Pulsed operation has the benefit of reduced thermal dissipation
facilitating less demanding cooling schemes and minimizes the
systems external dc power requirements. However, increased
pulsed repetition frequencies (PRFs) combined with lower duty
cycles and faster settling time requirements continue to push
the latest technology. Our approach to these demanding requirements has been to utilize digital control systems to pulse the
RF MMICs. Field programmable gate arrays are typically used to
enable/disable the RF MMICs using either gate or drain pulsing
techniques depending on the system requirements. The FPGA’s
control interface to the RF MMICs typically consists of circuitry
to switch power to the MMIC’s drain, or some form of analog or
digital-to-analog circuit that interfaces to the gate. Depending
on switching speed and settling time requirements, capacitor
banks may be required to store energy locally for most efficient
dc biasing when pulsing the MMICs. The FPGA can receive a
single pulsed signal and distribute it to one, or many, RF MMIC
devices, while maintaining a close timing relationship.
The benefit of gate pulsing in high power pulsed applications is
that high dc switching is not required. However, gate pulsing may

Authors:
David Bennett and Richard DiAngelo
Analog Devices, Inc.
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Figure 2. Typical gate control scheme.

Drain pulsing may be more forgiving, and may require less
MMIC characterization data. Each pulsed application’s requirements must be carefully reviewed to determine the optimal
pulsing methodology and circuitry. Any MMIC pulsing application, either gate or drain pulsing, should be evaluated with
the actual intended MMIC to be used in the design.

Figure 3. Typical drain switching scheme.

Analog Devices continues to develop and field complex RF power
amplifier systems to our customers. To compete in this market,
today’s control systems must be extremely flexible, reusable, and
easily adaptable to various RF amplifier architectures that can be
tailored to meet the needs of the customer. They can include built-in protection logic to disable the RF amplifiers as damage
thresholds are approached and play a critical role in the need to
optimize RF performance over wide bandwidths and operating
temperatures. They facilitate high levels of testability, maintainability, ease of system integration, and calibration—thus providing
a technological differentiation from competitors that impactfully
innovates with today’s high power amplifier management systems. The MMIC power management systems implemented in
these systems have enabled ADI to move up the stack by allowing
for ADI to partner with our customers to provide them systems
that integrate seamlessly with their own systems. The need for
these types of semiconductor RF amplifier systems continues to
grow. As the complexity of these systems continues to increase,
the complexity of the digital control electronics required to protect and control these
systems will also conCONTACT
tinue to grow as we
Analog Devices GmbH
continue to innovate
Otl-Aicher-Str. 60-64
on today’s high power
D-80807 München
GaN-based amplifier
Phone +49 89 76 90 30
www.analog.com
management systems.
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The whole development process should be considered – it may
turn out that using SOUP will be more expensive than in-house
development

Safe Software Engineering
by Suitable Components
S

oftware systems sometimes require the implementation
of features which do not fall into the manufacturer’s core
competence. The following options can be considered:

+
+

+

Build own know how and develop the functionality from
scratch
Use standard products. In a regulated environment, this
raises additional challenges: Software, which is incorporated in a medical product, shall meet specific criteria.
The IEC 62304 defines these criteria and introduces the
term “Software of Unknown Provenance (SOUP)“ for software, which has not been developed in accordance with
the regulatory requirements. Furthermore, it imposes rules for the use of SOUP.
Use a library which has been developed in accordance
with IEC 62304. Such a library is not SOUP according to
the term’s definition and can be integrated like an inhouse development (with respect to the safety-class). In
development of libraries for the integration of medical
equipment into clinical IT infrastructures, softgate consequently pursues this approach. We are convinced that the
classification “compliant with regulatory requirements“
adds significant value to our products.

partially obtained from that document. The safety-classes of product and library must be verified for compatibility.
An important aspect is the error handling provided by the library. Will critical states be detected and reported? With a conformant library, it should be safe to assume that this has been
adequately treated and documented in the scope of the risk
management process. SOUP software rarely specifies requirements of the target system in enough detail. For conformant
libraries, they must be defined and documented.

Architecture
The architecture has to reflect the segregation necessary for risk
control. Potential costs for development and possibly production may be hidden here. As, by definition, a SOUP must not be
assumed to have any quality properties, the execution on dedicated system resources is a very common approach to this – at
the cost of more expensive hardware and the development effort

Regardless of the chosen approach, the whole development process should be considered – it may turn out that using SOUP will
be more expensive than in-house development from scratch.

Requirements
The IEC 62304 demands the specification of functional-, performance- and environmental (hard- and software-) requirements
for SOUP components, according to their intended use. A lot depends on the question whether the developer team has expert-level knowledge in the library’s domain. It often requires experts to
assess the practical relevance of options and characteristics,
e.g. for a library implementing complex communication protocols. For a IEC 62304-conformant library, a requirement specification must exist. Requirements referring to the product can be
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Best Case: conformant library of the same safety-class as the product

for a wrapper-process with inter-process-communication (IPC).
A conformant library which is classified to be at least in the same safety-class as the product does not need such segregation.

mented. Obviously, the library’s risk analysis cannot make any
statements about probabilities and impacts of hazards; these
are only valid in the context of the product.

Test
Tests have to verify that the application meets the functional
requirements by means of the library. Strictly interpreted,
every potential root cause for an error message has to be tested. It often requires expert-level knowledge to set up the test
scenarios needed for this coverage. Therefore, it is advisable
to consider the question “how can this be verified?“ during requirement specification. Vendors of conformant libraries are
obliged to document test results for all requirements. These
test records provide valid evidence for the product documentation. This means, test coverage aligned to functionality and
error handling of the product is sufficient.

Risk Management
For library functions contained in the risk graph, control measures must be implemented in the event of the library returning erroneous results (the probability has to be assumed to be
100%). With SOUP this is usually possible outside the library
only. Thus, code for assessing the library’s results and possibly
redundant functionality has to be developed. A conformant
library comes with its own risk management documentation.
This means:

+
+

Hazards have been analyzed by domain experts. Possibly,
risks were identified which would have been disregarded
otherwise.
Inherent risk control measures are implemented within
the library

So the risk analysis provided by the library manufacturer provides connecting factors for the product’s risk analysis. Ideally, it boils down to assess the hazards in the product’s context
and reference the control measures which are already imple-

Transfer of Risk Documentation

Observation
Market observation starts with product shipping and has to
include the SOUP. IEC 62304 requires periodically monitoring the SOUP’s bug lists, assessing the impact to the product
and taking appropriate action. This obligation refers to the
product manufacturer. If a safety-relevant issue is discovered,
one has to rely on the cooperation by the SOUP vendor.
A conformant library must have its own market observation
and reporting process. The manufacturer is obliged to react to
feedback from the field appropriately. This implies forwarding
relevant information to all affected product users and providing an update timely.

Conclusion
The usage of SOUP should be planned with care to avoid the
emergence of unexpected costs while the development is already in progress. Using a conformant library mitigates integration
efforts and project risks significantly. It is worth to compare its
price to the costs of
an in-house developCONTACT
ment and the expecsoftgate GmbH
ted effort for integraAllee am Röthelheimpark 43
ting a SOUP.
D-91052 Erlangen

Author:
Dipl. Inf. (FH) Markus Sabin,
softgate GmbH
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Medical technology enterprises are exposed to massive global competition. At the same time, medical devices are increasingly interconnected. More and more of their functions are realized by software alone.

Protecting the Software
in Medical Devices
M

edical devices are increasingly interconnected and
linked up with the hospital networks around them.
Protecting this software is essential in many aspects:

+

+
+
+
+

Integrity: Technical means need to be in place to shield the
software against manipulation and ensure that the devices
function exactly as the FDA and the Medical Products Act
demand.
Communication: Every connected device needs a unique
identity to ensure safe communication.
Settings and configurations: The right settings can be a
matter of life or death. They need to be protected against
tampering and cyber-attacks.
Patient data: Whenever devices share patient data, e.g.
with the patient file, that data needs to be confidential and
tamper-proof.

Protection and Licensing
Wibu-Systems has developed CodeMeter to support device
makers with a technical means to secure the software components in their products. CodeMeter encrypts and signs the
software associated with the devices to complicate and prevent reverse engineering and piracy and to make manipulation
impossible. Manufacturers can employ the system to selectively activate individual features or functions. This can be integrated automatically in their business processes to create
entirely new commercial opportunities. The technology can
also be used to track (and limit) usage, e.g. for limited production runs.
To store licenses and entitlement rights safely, the system
uses either exclusively software-based CmActLicense or the
protection hardware CmDongle, which is available in many industry-ready form factors for USB, SD, microSD, CFast, CF in-

Intellectual property: Protecting the software against reverse
engineering and piracy helps save the essential know-how of
device makers in their tough competitive environment.

The medical field has at least as high standards as Industrie
4.0 or the Internet of Things. Security is a must-have; flexibility and opportunities to monetize software-based functions
are nice-to-haves with considerable commercial promise.
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The flexible configuration of device options is a helpful and
necessary way to keep medical device makers competitive.
They can offer cheaper entry-level models with only a basic
feature set and then sell add-on functions and other USPs
through many different channels, as a one-off purchase, as
annual subscriptions, or in a pay-per-use system. The approach resembles the smartphones that everybody has come
to know and love: The user can tailor their devices to their
needs and only pay for what they actually need. At the same
time, they can keep their options open for later upgrades.

Medical applications by custo med
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terfaces or as ASICs in a tiny VQFN case with USB and SPI interfaces. All versions contain a smart card chip with modern
cryptographic capabilities, not unlike the technology used in
the healthcare card or the modern smart passport.
High security is achieved with cutting-edge, robust encryption
technology like symmetric AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)
or asymmetric RSA or ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) encryption. The protected software is signed and encrypted, and the required code is only decrypted if the right license is available.

In the Field
Four case studies serve to reveal the special requirements of
medical device makers and how they managed to implement
new protection and licensing strategies:
Agfa HealthCare is a world-leading specialists for radiographic diagnostics and IT solutions for hospitals and other clinical facilities. The company has come up with a new way of paying for its computed radiography (CR) equipment: the “Easy
Payment“ system. Using CodeMeter, the system relies on
time-based usage models. Hospitals or medical professionals
who are not able to cover the steep upfront costs of buying the
machines or who are not willing to tie up so much capital in
their hardware, can now get cheaper access to the CR equipment and then pay only for their actual use. An online portal,
built around CodeMeter License Central, handles everything
fully automatically. It is a win-win situation for both parties:
Agfa can get more of its devices into frontline medical care,
and patients in emerging markets like India gain access to cutting-edge medical diagnostics that their hospitals might
otherwise not have been able or willing to fund without the
payment system.

Custo med is another specialist for diagnostic systems and the innovator behind the medical platform
custo diagnostic, which
brings together a range of
software packages and
hardware devices to track
ECG data, blood pressure,
Computed radiography by Agfa
and lung function. CodeHealthCare
Meter protects this most
sensitive of patient information and ensures its confidentiality, while maintaining full
traceability and guarding against manipulation, as required by
medical guidelines. CmDongle is built into the system’s computer hardware to prevent its accidental loss. For special target
groups, custo med also uses software-based protections. The
service technicians benefit from additional safeguards:
CmDongles come with temporary licenses that they need when
maintaining sensitive parts of the software.
The emergency ventilation systems EVE by the leader in the
field, Fritz Stephan, save lives every day, and CodeMeter saves
the intellectual property invested in the software from the threat
of product piracy, reverse engineering, and manipulation. The
users benefit from the opportunity to buy a tailor-made device
for their needs. The CmCard/SD is integrated in all EVE devices
and includes cryptographic keys, digital signatures, certificates, and licenses. These licenses control the feature set paid for
by the user, e.g. for neonatal, child, or adult care. More features
can be added at a later date – a rewarding after-sales opportunity
for Fritz Stephan that is fully integrated with its business processes and realized with a simple app store system.
On top of securing its know-how, guarding against manipulation,
and preventing product piracy, Dentsply Sirona, a global dental
technology enterprise, uses CodeMeter to protect its CEREC as
well as the material needed to produce dental implants. A unit
counter on the CmDongle allows the operator to mill as many of
the so-called blocs as he or she needs. CodeMeter also makes sure that the encrypted software cannot be tampered with. The
sales team creates the licenses that are stored on the CmDongle
and determines users' entitlements for the devices.

Author:
Oliver Winzenried, CEO of WIBU-SYSTEMS AG
and Head of the Medical Technology Working Group of the VDMA

Images: WIBU-SYSTEMS AG
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The emergency ventilation unit EVE at work in an ambulance
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Cables with germ-repellent surfaces –
Coroflex® Hospital

Coroplast
Fritz Müller
GmbH & Co. KG
Germany
Wittener Straße 271
42279 Wuppertal
Klaus Peter Döpper
T +49 (0)202 2681 228
F +49 (0)202 2681 360
k.doepper@ coroplast.de
www.coroplast.de/en/coroflex

Coroplast is a successful, independent, family
business with operations worldwide. In the
course of our 90-year history, we have
developed from a local manufacturer to a
technology leader in the fields of Technical
Adhesives Tapes, Wires & Cables and Cable
Assemblies. Employing around 6,200 people,
we not only manufacture at our headquarters
in Wuppertal, but also in Poland, China,
Tunisia, the USA, Mexico and Moldova.
These activities put us close to our customers
in the medical technology and the automotive
sector as well as many other industries.

Coroflex® Hospital
Multi-drug-resistant organisms in hospitals
regularly make the headlines. Bacteria such
as MRSA can cause dangerous infections in
chronically ill patients or those with weakened
immune systems. Here, the focus is also on
medical devices and their cables, which can
often be only insufficiently cleaned and
disinfected. To combat this problem, we have
developed the Coroflex® Hospital line with the
following advantages:
■ Antimicrobial surfaces
■ Easy to clean (VDMA 12/2007)
■ Resistant to cleaning agents and disinfectants (ECOLAB)
■ Suitable for high-pressure water jets
(IPX9K)
■ Talcum-free
■ Antistatic sheath surfaces
Customised solutions

Our Coroflex® Hospital cables are designed in
a modular system and deployed in applica-
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tions such as diagnostic equipment, in highfrequency surgery, or as either reusable or
disposable cable harnesses for surgical use.
Moreover, our broad range of products offers a
great many more tailor-made solutions:
■ High-temperature cables (up to +275 °C)
made with fluoropolymer materials such as
ETFE, FEP, PFA and silicones
■ Hybrid cables such as FEP silicone
sheathed cables for applications that include defibrillators or sensor technology
■ Highly stressable cables, e.g. H05BQ-F for
applications exposed to high mechanical
stress
■ Cables for lighting systems, made of materials such as PVC (105 °C), TPE (120 °C), FEP
and silicone (180 °C)
■ Shealded cables, e.g. with foil screen, spiral
screen or braided screen
Certified quality
Particularly in the field of medical technology,
the highest quality standards are required. For
that reason, our Coroflex® products are continually checked and certified.
■ Test standards: ISO 14644-8 (outgassing),
ISO 846 (biological resistance), ISO 14644
(low particle emissions), ISO 22196 (antimicrobial)
■ Certifications: UL, CSA, CURUS, VDE/HAR,
Fraunhofer IPA, ECOLAB
Coroflex® product family
The application-oriented Coroflex® product
family serves the needs of a wide array of
industries. Apart from cables for medical
applications, we also offer the Coroflex® Sensor,
Cleanroom, and Food & Beverage ranges.
We will be happy to provide you with additional
information.
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Model-based software development is being increasingly used in
the field of medical technology to keep both complexity and costs
under control.

Model-Based Development
of Medical Software
T

he development effort is increasing substantially due
to the expectations placed on medical devices in terms
of their safe and intuitive use. Alongside regulatory requirements at a national and international level, systems are
becoming more and more complex due to their growing range
of functions, made possible thanks to the greater computing
capacity available. Connectivity and modern user interfaces
are examples of this. Rising cost pressure and shorter development cycles call for methods that enable efficient software development.

Model-based development has been used extensively in other
sectors (e.g., the automotive and aerospace industries) for
quite some time now.

Image: ITK Engineering GmbH

The answer to these challenges is model-based design, which
can be used throughout the entire software development process. The high degree of automation with both code generation and testing make it easier to track the implementation of
user requirements in all stages of the development process.
Therefore the traceability, as required by IEC 62304 and ISO
14971 for example, is made simpler. The model-based de-

velopment approach promotes the modularized design of software, thus resulting in more reusable modules and better
maintainability of the end product. Practical applications
show that redesigning the structure or adapting the software
architecture is more easily done in the model than in the code.
According to empirical data from previous projects, the resulting ease of inducting new associates and the more efficient
care of existing products can reduce development and maintenance costs by 20-30 percent. Furthermore, model simulation and testing provide information on the quality of the design and implementation at a very early development stage.
Identifying and eliminating faults as early as possible during
the development process is also a significant factor when it comes to reducing development costs.

In model-based software development, the program code is generated from a (graphical) model.
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Model-Based Development Process
Model-based software development provides for the formal
specification of the software being developed in a graphical
language. This applies both to the architecture and to the specific implementation of requirements.
The graphical specification results in an additional level of
abstraction over and above the familiar conventional software
development levels of machine code (assemblers) and program code in a high-level language (e.g., C). The graphical
representation abstracts, for example, from the hardware
used or from the specific execution of arithmetical operations.
This promotes an intuitive understanding of the software
being created and allows for more effective reviews. This
means associates can be more easily trained in major projects
and the susceptibility to errors when extending or maintaining
systems is reduced. As with machine code compilation, the
graphical software specification in program code can be performed automatically using a code generator .
Development tools such as MATLAB, for example, which focus
on simulation, enable the creation of a physical environment
model to simulate the interaction between the software (for
instance a control algorithm) and the environment. As a result,
software modules that are not directly dependent on the hardware used can be developed and tested before the hardware
that is actually utilized in the end is available. In addition, reproducible, system-level tests, which require long lead times
lasting several hours or even days, can be carried out during
the simulation using different stimuli. Examples of this include therapeutic techniques from the field of sleep medicine
(one night of therapy lasts between 6 and 12 hours) or temperature control systems for medical devices.

put values with regard to specified acceptance criteria. Automation tools are used for creation and maintenance purposes
as well as for effective generation of the stimuli. In this way,
repetitive test activities can be efficiently reproduced. Moreover, this automated process enables agreed conventions relating to the configuration and documentation of tests to be implemented at little cost and effort.
Automating the test creation, implementation, and evaluation
processes reduces the time which has to be estimated for testing the systems. Since extensive tests on the model can be
performed at an early stage of the development process, any
risks associated with validation or market launch at the end of
a project are reduced.

Conclusion
Model-based software development can create medical software
both efficiently and in compliance with relevant standards. Compared to conventional software development, the possibility of
early-stage testing, in particular, is a major advantage in terms of
quality assurance. Powerful tools assist in the various stages of
the development process and guarantee both traceability and
consistency throughout.

Author:
Dr. Jochen Furthmüller, Senior Engineer,
Medical Software Engineering

Module Test
Author:
Dr. Michael Schwarz, Senior Engineer, Medical Control Systems and Model-Based Design

In the case of standard-compliant software development, module-level tests are essential. They allow the test coverage of a
software to be increased, as conditions that are either difficult
to test during system tests or cannot be tested at all can be
specifically created. In model-based development, this can
be done using both the model and the code generated from it.
The former is known as a „model-in-the-loop“ (MiL) test, and
the latter „software-in-the-loop“ (SiL). A comparison of the results provided by the MiL and SiL tests can also be used to
check whether the behavior of the automatically generated
code corresponds to the behavior specified in the model. If it
does, the code generator has produced a valid result. Finally,
processor-in-the-loop (PiL) tests enable the behavior on the
target hardware to be verified.

CONTACT
ITK Engineering GmbH
Im Speyerer Tal 6
D-76761 Rülzheim
Phone +49 7272 770 30
www.itk-engineering.com

Automated Test Processes
An isolated module test requires an environment model that
can provide the necessary input values and evaluate the out-
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The containment of cardiovascular diseases, which are mostly
found in industrialized countries, could help to promote individual
diagnosis and treatment.

Realistic Simulation of a
Human Heart
C

developed with the simulation applications of Dassault Systèmes'
3DEXPERIENCE platform. The
French software company has been
involved in medical simulation projects for many years, ranging from
simulations in vehicle design that
help prevent serious injuries to investigations into the effects of contact sports on the human brain.

ardiovascular diseases are the causes of almost a quarter
of all deaths worldwide. According to the World Health
Organization*, 15 million people died of cardiovascular
diseases in 2015. This corresponds to about a quarter of all
deaths worldwide. These dramatic figures are confirmed by the
Federal Statistical Office in Wiesbaden**, according to which,
cardiovascular diseases are the number one cause of death in
Germany. In 2015, a total of 925,200 people in Germany died
from cardiovascular disease. These include diseases of the heart and blood vessels, which usually lead to chronic diseases
and can have serious consequences for the affected persons.
Since no realistic 3D models of human beings are available for researchers so far, they can only pre-determine human behaviour in
interaction with medical instruments and devices to a limited extent. If it were possible to simulate how a patient's heart responds
to a wide range of interventions, both patients and healthcare professionals would be spared a lot of uncertainties - physicians such
as Dr. James C. Perry, Professor of Pediatrics at UC San Diego and
Head of Electrophysiology and the Department of Heart Disease
at Rady Children's Hospital in San Diego, USA, are convinced.
This applies to patients with congenital heart defects who have to
undergo many interventions, as well as to the larger number of patients with heart failure, cardiac arrhythmias and other structural
anomalies.
The Living Heart Project was created against this background. An
interdisciplinary team of heart
specialists, device manufacturers
and government representatives
has access to computer-assisted
3D models and is thus able to accelerate research in medical technology. The fight against cardiovascular diseases is improved by
personalized, virtual 3D models.
The Living Heart Project
was developed by an interdisciplinary team of experts

The core of the project is the
world's first realistic 3D simulation
model of a complete human heart,
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To create a 3D model that reproduces the electrical and mechanical
behaviour of the heart in a lifelike
manner, Dassault Systèmes specialists have used the functions of SIMULIA applications. It will
soon be possible to analyze the behaviour of patients' hearts without additional invasive diagnostic procedures with personalized 3D cardiac simulations using echocardiograms, MRI and CT
images in conjunction with data from cardiac research.
Realistic 3D simulation
model of a complete human heart.

SIMULIA applications will help experts in the Living Heart Project's cardiovascular modelling and simulation expertise to solve
the most challenging challenges and their complex nonlinear behaviour simulation capabilities to achieve the most realistic and
reliable results. Dassault Systèmes' technology and the development of the Living Heart Project are major advances in translating
fundamental scientific knowledge of heart function into practical
applications that will benefit patients' health and safety.
This simulation of the human heart will be a valuable tool, not only for teaching and research. The approval cycles are accelerated,
reducing development costs for new and more personalized devices. It enables an early
diagnosis with improved
CONTACT
treatment results.
Dassault Systemes
Deutschland GmbH
Meitnerstr. 8
Author:
D-70563 Stuttgart
Carola von Wendland,
www.3ds.com/de
PR Manager EuroCentral,
Dassault Systèmes
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The Driving Force for
Additive Manufacturing
T

Images: Arburg GmbH + Co KG

he variety of materials and applications in plastics processing is increasing con-tinuously. This trend was recognized
early on by the machine engineering specialists Arburg
who, in addition to the classical injection molding for this growing
market, have developed another industrial process: The Arburg
Plastic Freeforming (APF) is a so-called freeformer that allows a
large amount of design freedom and material diversity and also
realizes part geometries that normally could not be formed using
injection molding.

Design Freedom and Material Diversity
The freeformer is an additive manufacturing system for producing functional plastic components from qualified standard granulate either individually or in small volume batches. It is equipped with two discharge units by default. This allows combining
of different materials such as hard-soft combinations or the realization of complex geometries. A special water-soluble support
structure can also be used as a second component. Afterwards,
the support structures are simply dissolved in a water bath. The
compact machine is dust and emission free. Extraction systems
or cooling water are therefore not necessary. This means that the
system is also suitable for use in an office environment. The installation space provides room for parts that have a maximum
size of 154 x 134 x 230 millimeters.

Additive Manufacturing Processes have left the prototype niche.
In the meantime, all business
sectors are able to take advantage
of this. Finally, it is possible to build up various different functional
components layer-for-layer with
tiny plastic droplets. Piezo actuators are the driving force and therefore play an important role in
producing tiny droplets.
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The freeformer makes it possible to produce individual components or
small batches from qualified standard granulates using the additive
manufacturing technique

From the Granulate to the Functional Component
The functional principle of the freeformer is easy to understand.
„First of all, the 3-D CAD data for the component is prepared for
the machine using a special software. A functional component is
then made up from the layered geometries without tools and without reworking“, explains Martin Neff, Group Manager for Sales
and Freeform Plastics Technology at Arburg. „The granulate is
then filled into the machine and a heated plasticizing cylinder
with a special screw generates a homogenous molten mass out of
this for the discharge unit. The patented nozzle shutter with
high-frequency piezo technology enables a fast opening and closing motion and generates around 200 plastic droplets per second at a pressure of up to 500 bar.“
Depending on the nozzle size, the tiny droplets have a diameter of 0.2 to 0.4 mm. The discharge unit and the nozzle remain in a vertical position while the piezo actuator clocks the
nozzle shutter. The movable component holder is positioned
by servo motors so that each droplet is placed exactly onto
the previously calculated position layer by layer. No special
processes or material additives are required for hardening
the plastic; the tiny, droplets blend themselves and join together during cooling. The resulting surface corresponds to a
rough-structured molded part. The structure is droplet-shaped but smooth in every direction. The component produces
by the additive manufacturing technique is ready to use as
soon as it comes out of the machine.
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for clocking the nozzle shutter during
the APF process, has a number of other
features that predestine it for use in industrial additive manufacturing. The
actuator designed to customer specifications has travel ranges up to 90 µm
with subnanometer resolution, can be
pressure-loaded to 3,000 N and its
microsecond response time makes it
exceptionally fast.

Individually adapted implants and orthoses are an important application area for additive manufacturing. The freeformer is currently able to process biodegradable PLA (polylactide) that
breaks down slowly in the human body.

A Piezo Actuator Clocks the Nozzle Shutter

Image: Pysik Instrumente (PI) Gmbh & Co. KG

The central process of additive manufacturing is the generation of the droplets at the nozzle of the discharge unit.
„For generating the droplets, we decided to use a piezo actuator for clocking the nozzle shutter because this provides
the necessary high dynamics and accuracy for the material
discharge“, says Mr. Neff. The reason is the functional principle: Piezo actuators convert electrical energy directly into
mechanical energy and
enable motion with subnanometer resolution.
They achieve travel ranges up to approximately
one millimeter and high
dynamics with frequencies up to several thousand Hertz. The discharge unit on the freeformer
currently works with frequencies between 60
and 200 Hz, „at that
speed, we still have some
reserve“, says a verypleased Mr. Neff.
The PICMA® actuator used for clocking the nozzle shutter during the
APF process travel ranges of 90 µm
with subnanometer resolution, can
be pressure-loaded up to 3000 N
and its microsecond response time
makes it exceptionally fast.

The monolithic structure also causes a high resonant frequency,
which is the reason why these actuators are ideally suited to highly dynamic applications. The reason that the inflexible ceramic
allows this, is that the motion is based on solid-state effects. The
dynamics of the polarity reversal process are determined by the
electrical contacting and the control electronics. For clocking the
nozzle shutter of the freeformer, the piezo actuator is controlled
by internally developed electronics, which are integrated in the
control cabinet of the machine. In the meantime, the freeformer
has proven itself in various different applications in the automotive and consumer sectors as well as in electronics manufacturing
and medicine technology.

Autor:
Dr. Mathias Bach, Head of Product Division Piezosystems at
Physik In-strumente (PI) GmbH & Co. KG

CONTACT
Pysik Instrumente (PI) Gmbh &
Co. KG
Auf der Römerstr. 1
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Phone +49 721 484 60
www.pi.de

In addition to accuracy
and dynamics, the PICMA
actuator from PI (Physik
Instrumente) that is used
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No other valve technology offers such a
fast response time at a comparable
size. Furthermore, PICMA actuators
surpass conventional, polymer-coated
piezo actuators in performance and
lifetime because of their all-ceramic insulation. The ceramic insulation layer
protects the monolithic piezoceramic
block against humidity, and failure due
to increased leakage current, and therefore achieves high motion cycles under extreme ambient conditions.
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By eliminating expensive in-hospital monitoring or the need for costly
medical procedures by providing early detection and diagnosis,
wearables may dramatically improve the delivery of medical services.

Wearable Medical Devices
M

Also, consider a condition like epilepsy where known physiological changes, which occur in people over time, simply can’t be
measured 24/7 with today’s equipment. With a wearable device, a patient could be monitored for an extended period of
time, providing a much better understanding of how they interact with their environment and the medicines they take. That
information could potentially be used to develop a predictive
capability that warns a patient when they’re about to have a seizure or if they are at a higher probability of having a seizure.

Types of Devices
There are four primary types of wearable medical devices, ranging from the simplest to the most complex: passive monitors,
surveillance devices, diagnostic devices and therapeutic devices. Of the latter three, surveillance is the simplest. Moving
along the continuum from surveillance to therapeutics, barriers to commercialization increase. Surveillance devices
simply report, while diagnostic devices make decisions and
therapeutic devices make decisions and treat the patient.
Diagnostic devices carry a higher level of legal risk than do surveillance devices because they find problems and medical decisions are being based on the data they produce. Therapeutic
devices take that risk to an even higher level because they treat
the condition. Most therapeutic wearable devices are still in the
research phase and would have to be approved as medical devices by the FDA, making the development cycle much longer –
particularly if a company is developing a drug/device combination. Monitoring devices make sure that diagnostic and therapeutic decisions and procedures have been done correctly.
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edical wearables have the potential to provide better
quality data and improved monitoring compared to
large, expensive machines located in hospitals and research units. For example, today sleep apnea patients or research subjects must come into a clinic and be wired up for sleep
studies. However, people generally have trouble sleeping in
rooms other than their own. A wearable medical device that
could monitor sleep apnea metrics in a much less intrusive way
could obtain much more reliable, higher-quality and longer-term
data to diagnose patients and study the effects of the disorder.

Wearable for the purpose of monitoring vital parameters of a patient

Development and Design
Two key factors in wearable medical device design are ease of
use and patient comfort. They are typically determined by how
the electronics are configured and what type of materials are
used to fabricate the electronics. Use of rigid materials must
be minimized so the device can conform to the body and survive bending during normal human motion.
As a result, designers and component suppliers must first understand the use scenario. For example, where would the wearable device be applied – wrist, chest, elbow, lower back, or elsewhere? How will it be used – once a day and then replaced,
or for a week or more before being replaced? Understanding
use scenarios includes asking questions such as these:

+
+
+
+

How does the device need to function electronically?
Will the devices include wireless interfaces to support
telehealth and mHealth applications?
At what intervals does it need to collect data for the different metrics being monitored?
How is that data stored? Does the device access a local storage site or does it communicate with the Cloud?

Because skin contact is involved in most wearable applicati-
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ons, special adhesives or other fastening means must be included in the design. The adhesives must not cause any skin
irritation and should account for varying patient sensitivities.
Fortunately, a wide range of biocompatible medical adhesives
can be used with the choice of adhesive depending on a number of factors, including the length of time the device is going
to be worn – for example for 15 minutes or seven days. Another
consideration is if the wearer will be exposed to water or if they
will shower with the device on.

bon and dielectric materials are printed on a variety of substrates
that can be chosen for biocompatibility. The materials and the
manufacturing process contribute to making base circuits that
are extremely flexible and able to withstand many bend cycles.
In addition, certain substrates and printed materials can be
stretchable, offering additional robustness for applications
where patient motion is involved. The substrates and manufacturing approach for the base circuits can often provide cost
benefits compared to copper flex circuits. As with copper flex
circuits, components can be attached to the printed electronic base circuits, enabling high performance devices. As a result, many wearable medical device designers are evaluating
printed electronic solutions to leverage these advantages.
Choosing the right circuits for a medical device is not a zero
sum game. There are some wearable applications where a
designer could combine all three types of circuits, or use
copper flex circuits and printed electronics in the same package to provide functionality and still meet the device’s
cost target.

Converting and Packaging
For the electronics of medical devices a number of suitable production methods are available. Shown is here left to right the traditional
PCB approach, copper-flex-approach and printed electronics.

Types of Electronic Circuits
The choice of electronics for medical wearables typically includes traditional PCBs, copper flex circuits, printed electronics, antennas, fine wires or combinations thereof. PCBs,
being rigid, are typically appropriate for applications such as
smart watches and wellness-type devices that tolerate the
form factor and its rigidity.
Flexibility is a key advantage of etched copper flex circuits because it enables improvement in form factor relative to rigid
PCBs. Complicated components such as microcontrollers
with high I/O counts and other fine-pitch devices can be attached to copper flex substrates. While these packaged devices
limit the flexibility and conformability of the overall circuit,
they can meet many performance requirements.
Copper flex circuits are fabricated in a subtractive process by
taking sheets of copper laminates, masking the desired conductive paths and then chemically removing all unwanted
copper, leaving the desired circuit patterns. This is followed by
component attachment, as discussed above. While copper
flex circuits remain a key part of many medical devices, in certain applications they may have issues with biocompatibility
as well as failure due to repeated bending cycles.
Additive manufacturing techniques are used to create the base
circuit in printed electronics. Typically, silver, silver chloride, car-
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There are many different converting techniques for wearable
medical devices and the choice depends on what the final
product should look like and feel like. Medical converting
can be performed in sheet-based or roll-based forms. The
latter is generally more applicable to higher-volume products. Also, roll-to-roll medical converting substantially reduces the labor component of converting and packaging,
and multiple rolls of materials can be joined and laminated
together on the machine.
The converting process can include die-cutting, laser cutting,
slitting, island placement and lamination – all in a continuous
operation in the case of roll base converting. Often, multiple
units of the same product are created on each sheet, in the
case of sheet based converting, or on repeat length, in the case
of roll based converting. Those products are then singulated
into individual products, packaged, stored and shipped.
Roll-to-roll converting can also be combined with more costly
sheet converting: After beginning medical converting on a rollto-roll process, the rolls can be sliced into sheets, with the final converting steps performed on a sheet-to-sheet basis.
Sheet-based converting is non-continuous and throughput is typically lower than in roll-to-roll converting. However, some sheetbased converting processes can be more accurate than roll-toroll. Choosing the right process for a particular wearable depends
on required throughput, accuracy, device cost and other factors.
For example, if a manufacturer is performing roll-to-roll medical
converting and device volume is not high enough, scrap and setup will drive unit costs higher. In that case, a sheet manufacturing process might be more appropriate.
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Software Component

Using Manufacturing Partners

Software is another key wearable medical device component.
The device manufacturer typically has the information needed
to develop the software, including intimate knowledge of the
patients, the type of physiological metrics being monitored,
how changes in metrics affect the patient, and how that data
can be used to inform caregivers.

When all the pieces are in place, there are several options for
final wearable device assembly. If the developer controls all
aspects of the design, a contract manufacturer can build the
device based on design specs. On the other hand, most wearable medical devices require a collaborative design process
that includes manufacturing partners.
In those cases it is essential for device manufacturers to work
with partners on all aspects of device commercialization, from
design through manufacturing. Most wearable device marketers do not manufacture the electronics that power these devices, so partners typically play an outsized role in developing
and manufacturing the devices. The partners help customers
design devices, move them through prototypes stages, select
the most appropriate technology, and support them through
regulatory approval by the FDA or other regulatory bodies.

A scalable sensorplate with flexible form factor

Because wearable medical device analytics is a relatively new
field, software developers are creating systems that can translate patient knowledge into new algorithms and data analysis
for highly specific applications. Also, antennae and mobile
technologies, such as those provided by Molex, can be part of
complete wearable medical solutions, a product group that
includes smartphone-controlled devices. Close collaboration
among device manufacturers, software developers and electronics providers is essential to make sure software meets the
needs of the user.

In the case of wearable medical devices, which are relatively
new products, a great deal of expertise resides outside of the
device manufacturer. There is a long history of devices being
manufactured for medical companies by manufacturing partners such as Molex. What companies like ours bring to the
table is a deep understanding of how devices need to function
and interact with the human body as well as the required manufacturing techniques and how to optimize and combine
them appropriately to provide the most efficient manufacturing solution. This synergistic relationship can provide a critical comparative advantage for device manufacturers that
want to bring the best possible solution to the market.

CONTACT
Molex Deutschland GmbH
Otto-Hahn-Straße 1b
D-69190 Walldorf
Phone +49 6227 309 10
www.molex.com

For example, physiology analytics can be used to analyze the
relationship among between physiological signals such as
blood pressure, heart rate, respiration rate and others, providing continuous monitoring and alerts when needed.

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

ANTIMICROBIAL COATED
KEYBOARDS
Diamond Electronics now offers a wide range of antimicrobial coated, easy to
clean keyboards which are dishwasher safe. The keyboards and accessories
are Intended for use with clinical and home use medical systems, clean industrial applications including food processing, semiconductor manufacturing and laboratories, POS systems and public area data input and control.
The iMTC range of sealed keyboards are waterproof to IP68, easy to clean and
may be washed in a dishwasher. The keyboards meet medical approval
EN60601-1-2 and can be supplied with an approved antimicrobial coating,
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nano silver or ionic silver antibacterial
technology.
Options include full QUERTY keyboards
with either number pad or tracker pad,
small footprint keyboards with integral
pointing device, number pad keyboards
with pointing device and a mouse with touch-scroll. Optional adjustable
backlighting, and keyboard on/off switch are available and the devices may
be connected to host systems via USB cable or wireless link.
www.diamondelec.co.uk
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Theranostic Implants
L

atest knowledge in medicine are also included as the results of materials science, electrical engineering, biochemistry, signal processing and computer science.

Detection of specific vital parameters is the diagnostic reference for therapeutic treatment. Efficiency of this initiated
treatment is optimized in a closed feedback loop with measurements of the implant. The importance of theranostic is currently growing due to its diverse application possibilities. Demands on quality of highly specialized medical care and the
demographic change are increasing.
Theranostic implants have achieved a social relevance leading to
an innovation leap in medical technology in the context of future
technological possibilities. For quite a while individual Fraunhofer-institutes are making already significant contributions to
such innovation based on the combination of multiple technologies at a high level. Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is able to take a leading position by concentrating these different activities in key
technologies that are important for theranostic implants.

Therapy and Diagnosise in One
This prototype described here is an implant for controlling a
myoelectric hand prosthesis with at least six degrees of free-

Theranostic implants are complex, multifunctional, implantable medical devices that
combine therapy and diagnostics in one medical system.
Fraunhofer-Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS conducts research and development in
multidisciplinary cooperation
in this field.
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Myoelectric Hand Prosthesis

dom and a sensor feedback. The primary purpose of an myoelectric arm prosthetics is to mimic the appearance and replace
the function of a missing limb.
Signals are tapped in a multichannel manner from the muscles to control the prosthesis. Gripping force feedback of the artificial hand is transmitted to the person via an electronic stimulation of the sensitive nerve fibers. It facilitates the control
of the prosthesis and also allows complex movements.
Application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) were developed at Fraunhofer IIS in Erlangen to detect electrical activity
of muscles and to stimulate the nerve fibers.

Design Challenges
Implant size is the biggest challenge determined by the position within the body and it is already defined before the beginning of the actual development. Designers are influenced to
achieve the intended design ultimately to reduce implant
functionality or to choose an extremely compact design.
Electronics is used to control the hand prosthesis with active
feedback to the ASICs. Installation space for electronics was
already predetermined in advance by the size and shape of the
titanium housing with enclosing silicone encapsulation. Optimal use of installation space could only be achieved by constructive measures in housing design or by component shifts or
component selection.
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Common practice of building up a prototype for the
first time in order to keep all possible degrees of freedom open and to communicate with the outside world
via various connectors could not be achieved here. The
only concession to additional components was a debug plug via a flexible connection, which is separated
after the firmware has been programmed.
Therefore, all the available variants had to be accommodated on the implantable board with the dimensions of approx. 21 x 26 mm. A cut out with a size of approx. 4 x 8.5 mm is present in the middle of the circuit
board which removes additional wiring area.
The prototype had to include the following possible variants of a later product:

+

Inductive charging of the internal energy buffer

+

Optional communication via optical interface or

+

Communication via RF

+

Choice of external signals via contact pins in flex or

+

External signals can be fed via fold-in soldering lugs

Variant for optical communication with detachable debug-connector and solder contacts

Used CAD Software
For the given task PCB design software from Cadence was
used. “With Constraint Manager of Allegro PCB Designer version 16.6 all required restrictions and design rules could be
precisely defined and verified during the design process“ said
Alfred Holzberger, Senior PCB Designer of Fraunhofer IIS.
„The very comprehensive yet manageable Constraint Manager makes it possible to define all the necessary electrical,

physical and distance-related rules in a layer-specific manner like geometrical parameters for impedance control,
adapted cable lengths for individual signals or buses, keep
outs, etc.“ Design rules are checked continuously in the PCB
Editor, and the user immediately receives a feedback if he violates rules. This ensures that the user is able to quickly find
a correct solution.
The mechanical housing design already existed and could only be modified within very narrow limits. Electronics and mechanics had to be adapted to each other in several iterations
and data exchange for collision tests with highest accuracy in
MCAD software Inventor.
Technical support for PCB tools, provided by FlowCAD, is
particularly important when implementing new and complex
technologies.

CONTACT
Fraunhofer IIS
Am Wolfsmantel 33
D-91058 Erlangen
Phone +49 9131 776 47 12
www.iis.fraunhofer.de

Images: Fraunhofer IIS

CONTACT
FlowCAD
Mozartstr. 2
D-85622 Feldkirchen
Phone +49 89 45 63 77 70
www.flowCAD.com
PCB is fitted into a 3D prototype housing
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FAULHABER applications

In-vitro Veritas

FAULHABER drive systems for laboratory automation

WE CREATE MOTION

Countless samples are tested daily in analytical laboratories for in-vitro diagnosis. The benefits of automation in this area is obvious: They make it possible to
achieve faster results, higher throughput, fewer errors and lower personnel costs.
In order to ensure smooth operation, high dynamics and precision are extremely
important for the drive solutions for analysis systems and devices. Manufacturers
from around the world therefore rely on the know-how from FAULHABER.

www.faulhaber.com/laboratory-automation/

